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ir. general ay!Q linear stochas:ic progra!!ln1ng 1n partlc~fJar. 
the pat'j:1~Il6ters of the 1 tn'3ar proerar:::~ t ne; ajm~ t ra!~.dom 
va!'18,'bi:U ty. 
The first three chapters present thl'ou:;h a S€;'c-geO!'\let'cic 
e,pproach the fOi.m:!Ei t ions of 1 tn,::ar progran'.'::!ling. Chapter o!')~ 
describes th~ eYolutlon of the coricepi:.s wh1 ~h resulteG. in the 
adoption of the model.. Chgpter two describes the cc~structs 
'II',:,:ii: 
I il · 
: :i 
i ,: 
iii 
mathematical basis of linear programs, and chapter three 
defines the linear programming model and develops the 
computational basis of the simplex algorithm. 
The second three chapters analyze the effect of the 
introduction of risk into the linear programming model. 
The different approaches of estimating and measuring risk 
are studied and the diff5.culties arising in formulating 
the stochastic problem and deriving the equivalent deter­
ministic problems are treated from the theoretical and 
practical point of view. Multiple examples are given 
throughout the essay for clarification of the salient 
points. 
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CHAPTER I· 
THE CONCEP'r OF LINEAR PROGRM.qMING 
On the gate is an inscription in every human 
tongue: "Mathematics spoken. Ici on parle
mathrmatique. Hier spric'ht man mathematik" 
INTRODUCTION 
The requirements of physical problems spurned and 
th
shaped the ,development of mathematics at the end of the 19 
th
and the beginning of the 20 century. In 1931, a paper was 
published in Hungary on a particular case of a transportation 
2problem, the assigment problem. Professor Egervary who 
published the paper had not found an effective solution to 
the problem. In 1939, L. V. Kantorovich gave a report to the 
Leningrad State University on some mathematical methods 
of organizing and planning production. 3 He presented a whole 
series of problems confronting the economic planners who 
wanted to achieve maximum production on the basis of the most 
efficient utilization of materia'ls, labor and equipment. 
lHailsham, Lord, Science and ~ol~ljc~, (Faber & Faber, 
London, 1963), p. 41. 
2 
Yudin, D. B., and E. G. Gol'shtein, Linear...Programming, 
(Israel Program for Scientific Translations, Jerusalem 1965, 
transl. from Russian), p. 17. 
3
Kantorovich, L. V. "Mathematical Methods of Organizing 
and Planning Produ6tion", Man!gement Science, Vol 6, Oct-July, 
1959-60•. 
I: 
2 I: 
He called his solution the method of resolving 
multipllers and he applied it for the solution of some of 
the problems he presented. Still, his method came short of 
being a universal ~ethod for the solution of problems of 
optimization under constraints. In 1942, Kantorovich 
published a small paper in terse mathematical language which 
laid down in brief the mathematical foundations of linear 
prOgramming.4 The interesting thing, however, was that at 
5the time nobody recognized the significance of the paper.
But, even ln this paper the problem of determining an effective 
method for solution of a specific problem was not solved. 
During the Second '~orld \~ar governments found themselves 
managing a very complex l'1ar and wishing to int.rease the 
effectiveness of their weapons turned deliberately to science 
and the scientists for help. In England, a team of scientists 
nicknamed Blackett's Clrcus6 undertook research into problems 
ranglng from planning the destruction of enemy submarlnes 
and the safest routtng of milltary convoys to the assessment 
of the floi'1 of enemy munl t!ons between war theaters. ..A. nel'l 
breed of scientists developed out of Blackett's Cirus clrcles 
! 
!4Kantorovich, L. V•• "On the translocatlon of Masses", 
Nanagement Science, Vol. 5, Oct. 1958, p. 1-4. ! 
I .5Although the Kantorovi ch paper was publishedi ln Comptes 
Rendus (Doklad. ) de l'Acade'rnle des·Sclences de l'tmss in volume 
XXXVII. No. 7- , in 19 ~2, it was not translated unt!l sixteen 
years later ! 
6S1ngh , Jagjlt, Great Ideas of Operations Re~earch,(Dover, New York, 1968~)~~~~-~--~~--'------~--~--~ 
J 
••• the analysts. The ~odu~ £yer~ndi of these analysts when 
dealing with a set extremely complex in their inter­
relationships operations was to break down the problem into 
classes and then analyse it piece by piece. After the war. 
the analysts continued their work on peaceful and Cold Ivar 
uses of their ne1'11y-found analytical capabilities. 
In 1947. George Dantzig, working on a project for the 
U. S. Air Force, formulated the linear programming mathematical 
model which unified many of the seemingly diverse problems of 
the a,na1ysts. He also invented the first efficient general 
computational method, the simplex method, for explicit form­
ulation of such problems and determination of their solutions. 7 
At about the same time, John Von Neumann, heading a group of 
mathematicians and engineers, delivered a course of lectures 
on tiThe Theory and Techniques of Electronic Digital COl'!lputers.,,8 
The first electronic digital computer - the famous ENIAC has 
been completely in operation in the University of Pennsylvania 
since 1946. These two events were of cardinal importance for 
the development of the applications of linear programming; 
because, most of the linear prograronling problems were char~ 
acterized by an immense data basis and hand computation rendered 
the obtaining of their solution infeasible. The electronic 
digi tal computer i'-Ti th its fast computational capability 
7Dantzig, George B., Linear Pro ra~~in and Extensions, 

(Princeton University Press~ Princeton, New Jersey, 19 3 .p.l. 

S ' 
Ho11ingda1e, S. R •• and Tootl11, G. C."E1ectronic 
Computers, (Penguin Books, Baltimore, Hary1and, 1965), p. 63. 
4 
for high volume of data became the most necessary tool 
in the applications of linear progra~~ing. • I i 
I 
In June, 1949, a conference was held in Chicago by 
the Cowles Commission forlResearch in Economics. At this 
conference, a group of scientists of diverse backgrouds and 
specia11zat1on pooled the1r knowledge a!ld the1r 1deas to 
discuss the theory and pract1ce of the most eff1c1ent ut11at1on 
of l1mited world resources. There were three main sources of 
ideas, expressed 1n the conference, which led to the publicat10n 
of some fundamental papers 1n the theory of 11near programm1ng9 : 
economists converned with quantitative economics or econometrics 
(Wald, Schlesinger, von Ne'umann), welfare economics (Bergson, 
~aret9, Rotelling, and others) and specialists on inter-1ndustry 
relationships or 1nput-output techniques (Leontief, and others). 
This conference 1a1d the foundations of the dominating 
;role that economics came to play in linear programming. Since 
then, many conferences have been held on linear programming or 
operat1ons research and the amount of kno,(T1ed.ge on the 
subject has 1ncreased geometrically. 
In th1s ch~pter the concepts of optimization and 
mathemat1cal programIn1ng in general and 11near progranLI!l1ng 
in part1cu1ar will be clar1f1ed, some formulation and 
mode11ng rules 'rI11l be presented, and a nU:l'nber of classical 
linear programming problems w111 be analyzed. 
9vajda.• S., ~'iathet1atical PrograrnIning, (Add1son-'Vles1ey 
Pub11sh1ng Co., Inc. tReading, rr;assachusetts, 1961). p. 1. 
'/1.',I 
I II 
, I. OPTIHIZ-4.TION AND I{ATHE~1ATICAL PROGRA1·UUNG 
For the first time. ~uc11d, in the third centu]:'y B.C. 
presented a number of problems in his thirteen books of 
Elements, 'Nhich could be called optimization problems. 10 
The theory of optimization studies the process of descr1bing 
and attaining l'1hat is Best .11 The word, .2ptimU!!! means nbest" 
either the quantitative "maximum.'! or "L1inimum lf whatever the 
case may be. The verb .2Pti!!!1~e means to ach~.eve the optimum. 
and .2ptl~i!.atl2n is the act of optimising. Therefore, 
opt1!!!i~ati.2n .!,heoJ.:Y "encompasses the 'quantitative study of 
optima and methods for finsllng them. roll 
An example of Euclid's preoccupation loTi th optimization 
was his effort to find the solution for the problem of drawing 
the longest and shortest straight line from a given point 
to the circ~mference of a given circle. 
It was not until the eighteenth century \,1i th the devel­
opment of the infinitesimal calculus and the calculus of 
variations that most of the optimization problems became 
amenable to rigorous soluticn methods. 
The classical optimization Eodels can be classified in 
10Arnoff, E.L. t and Sengupta, S. Sankar, tlI'!athematica1 
programming-IT in Progress in Operations Research, Vol. 1. 
edited by R.L. Ackorf. (John ~HleJ & Sons, Inc., New York, 
1961), P. 108. 
11
'Wilde, J.D.t and Beightler, C.S., Foundations of On­
timazat10n (Prentice-Hall. Inc., Engle1'1ood C11ffs, N.J, 196'7), 
p. 1. 
III 
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't 
brief under the follo~ling categories: 12 
1. 	 u.~constrained optimization of a functional. 
Solution: by differential calculus: 
2. 	 constrained optimization of a functional. 
Solution: by use of Lagrangian multipliers; 
3. 	 unconstrained optimization of an integral. 

Solution: by ,calculus of variations; 

4. 	 constrained optimization of an integral. 
Solution: by use of Lagrangian multipliers and 
calculus of ve.riations; 
5. 	 unconstrained optimization of several functionals. 
Solution: by the principle of Pareto optimality:13 
6. 	 constrained optimization of several functionals. 
Solution: by the principle of constrained Pareto 
optimality. 
There are many subclasses to the above mentioned models 
but in general all these classical models are characterized 
by excellent mathematical analytical formulations and solu­
tions and absolutely weak numerical-computer application 
capability. 
12 	 , h 1Some good references on t e subject ..TOU d be: 
Hancock, Harris,Theor of Naxima and Y:inirna, (Dover Publications, 
Inc., Ne't'1 York, 19 0 and Forsy h, A.R., Calculus of Variations 
(Dover Publications, Inc., Ne1'l York, 1960). 
13Frisch, Ragnar, }!axima and !Unima, (Rand McNally & 
Co., Chicago, 1960). 
7 

For a long time the planning of economic development 

and technologtcal control could be carried out only by 

specialists in the field with sUitable experience, education 

,and intelligence. Eow'ever, in recent years, with the devel­
opment of large organizations with vast structural complexity, 
large-scale operation and distribution of resources and labor, 
the problem of planning and control became highly complicated. 
Decision naking under these conditions necessitates the collec­
tion and processing of an enormous volume of information. 
Decisions sometimes involve the fate of a large sector of the 
economy and most of the time they have to be taken under 
fiscal constraints and resource limitations. Now, it is 
necessary to choose of all the possible 'ilays, the most econ­
ornical, which also gives the best results under the given 
constraints. 
The classical optimization methods could conceptually 

solve problems of maximizing a functional of any number of 

14

variables ~~der a set of constraints. Bertram Klein 

even extended the Lagragian-multiplier method to cover the 

non-negativity of the variables in problems with inequality 

15
constraints. But. the organizational problems of today 

are usually very lar~e and such extensions of the classical 

14Saaty, Thomas L. t Hathematical Methods of Operations 

Research, (NcGraw-Hill, Ne'tfT York. 1959). Chapter 5. 

15 

Klein" Bertram, "Direct Use of Extremal Principles 

in Solving Certain OptimiziTh3 Problems Involving Inequali­

ties", Journal of O~erat~ons Research Society of America, 

Vol. ,J, 1955, pp. 108-17". 

8 
methods proved to be very impractical except for the solu­
16tion of Ittoyl! prob1e;ns. 
The:r:efore, suitabJ.e :nathematical methods and techniques 
had to be dlvised for the solution of these problems. one 
of the most useful classes of the new optimization techniques 
developed to solve planning and control problems is called 
~t~~tlc~l Erog!aEmin~. 
l'lathematica1 programming refers to techniques of 
choosing the best schedule (program) of actions among alterna­
tives.ln order to optimize a given functio~al or achieve 8. 
certain goal. If the objective fUnction or goal and the 
constraints are linear then the method is called linear 
programming. 
Linear programming proble~s are allocation problems 
in the sanse that they combine activities and resources in 
such a way as to maximize total effectiveness. 
Therefore, in general, the problems of mathematical 
programming could be given by the follol'Ting model: 
Optimize (!.:ax. or rUn.) Z = f(Xl' x2' ••• , xn) 
subject to 
gi(Xl ' x2 , ... , Xn) <0 (i = 1, 2, ••• ,m) 
Xj >0 (j = 1, 2, .. . , n) 
l6charnes, A., and Cooper. H. W., nSuch Solutions Are 
Very Little Solved," Jouranal of 0Eeratlons Research Society
of America, Vol. ), 1955, Pp. )!~5-32l5. 
9 
where, the properties of the fUnctions f and g characterize 
the type of mathematical progremming model. For example, 
if f and g are linear then the model belongs to the class 
of linear programming. 
Therefore, for mathematicians linear prograrr~ing is the 
optimizing of a lInear form subject to linear restraints. 
The economists define linear programming as a technique of 
allocating a group of limited resources among a number of compet­
ing demands. Other scientists have their own definitions 
which more or less qualify the abstract formulat1.on of the 
mathematiCians. 
II. CURRENT STA'rE OF' H..li.THEfiT.ATlCAL PROGRAI1HING 
Mathematical programming problems can be divided into 
the following classes: l ? 
1. Continous deterministic models: the decision 
vectors satisfy all constraints and define a £onn~c!e£ 
feasible region; the functional to be optimized is contln­
uous. 
2. Discont1nous deterministic models: the feasible 
region is uncontlected and (or) the objective functional is 
discontinous. 
I?Zoutendijk, G., Methods of Feasible Directions (Elsevier 
Publishing Co., Amsterdam, Holland, 1960) P. 2. 
·10 
3. Stochastic models: some or all of the coefficients 
in the contraints and in the objective functional undergo 
random variations. 
4. Dynamic models: some or all of the coefficients 
in the constraints and 1n the objective functionEd are 
dependent on a parameter (e.g. the time). 
5. Network models: the mathematical characteristics 
of these models are so special that major efficiencies in 
finding optimal solutions could be achteved by exploiting 
their special structural properties. 
Linear progra.!D.l11ing can be found under the first class. 
Most of the funda~ental research on this subject has essenttally 
been cO:11pleted, and only work on the computational aspects 
of the model is still continuing. The main emphasis: of thl:s 
work is dlrected towards the evolution of ~pecial methods for 
solving very large linear programming problem expecially when 
18they are characterized by speoial mathe'~atical structure. 
In this paper the m!:lthe:1at1cal foundat10ns of linear prograT"'.Jn1ng 
will be given and certa1n computational aspects of the model 
w1ll be analyzed. This approach -l's cardinal for the better 
developmentoflinear programming 1Jhlch is the subject of this 
paper. 
l8Dantzig. George, B", "Recent Advances in Linear 
Programming" ~·1ana$ement Science. Vol. 2. No.2, 1956, p. 139 
Also see: Dantztg, George, B., "On the status of Multlstage 
Linear Progral"l,>ning Problems", J';1anagement Science, Vol. 6, 
Oct-July. 1959-60, pp. 53-71. 
I 
11 
The stochastic models fall in general under the following 
19
categories: 
1. Probabilistic programming. 
2. Utility function approach. 
j. Sequential approach. 
Each one of these categories is subdivided into classes 
with different model characteristics and computational bias. 
Their analysis; is reserved for later chapters. 
III. FORHU'".wATION OF A LINEAR PROGRAIvIMING r:ODEL 
If an analysis is required for real-life systems 
either in existence or for purposes of desien, the scientist 
is faced with a very complex problem. Usually the system under 
study is a complex aggragate of machines, people. supplies 
and faci11.ties. There is an objective reason for the system t s 
existence. For industry it may exist to produce different types 
of products or to distribute them in an economical manner, 
in the military it may exist to provide a defence force or a 
$tr1king force for the carrier admirals. 
The linear programming appro~ch 1s to consider a system 
as decomposable into a number of components. Usually, there 
are three components about whtch information should be knolm 
19Sengupta, J. K. "Econometrtc. Eodels of Risk Prograrnmlng fl 
The ECOflometrlc Annual of the Indian Econo'1l.ic Journal, Vol. 15, 
No. 4, 1968, p. 423. 
12 
20 
before formulation occurs. 
(a) The actlYities 'VThi ch are defined as those processes 
which combine co~~odities in definite proportions as inputs 
. t9 produce outputs. The Inter-activity relationships are 
represented by a series of equations in which the variab16s 
are the levels at which the activities are to be performed and 
the coefficients s.re these defirii te proportions which are 
the unit reqUirements of Each activity for each commodity. 
These coeffecients constitute the le~hnolo~y Eatrlx of the 
system. Eacn equation is a continuity equation for every 
product in every place and every time period. Each equation 
presents the fa.ct that the su.~ of the requirements of all 
the activlties for a sin.gle. resource cannot exceed the total 
amount available of that resource. If every continuity or 
mate.rial balance equation 'ltThich describes the system is 
specified then a mathematical model of the process has been 
built. 
(b) The resource availabilities are normally the 

availabilIties of raw materials, market demands, capacities 

of plants, \l19.rehouses, manpower, transport fleets, etc. 

(c) the objective function is the result of the 

quaitfication of the purpose of the model. There are many 

objectives of an organization which cannot be expressed in 

20 
Kent, Kenry, K•• IJin~ar f'rogrammlng, (The National 

Cash Registe~ Company, Dayton. Ohio, 1958) p. 10 

:: i 
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13 
mathematical forms. In such cases sometimes the function 
is repl.q,ced by a preference j-unctlol1al ano. the model is 
optimized for a preferred policy. 
The diagram belOi'l illustrates the linear programming 
model. 
System 
Technology(j:l,2 •••• ,m) bi----~M (1=l,2, •••• n)
a11a12-·· ·~ln 
!ml•••••••~mn 
~ system 
z objective 
System outputs: x (i-l.2 ••••• n) levels of activity
i 
(whic.h may be manufactured products or trained helicopter 
pilots) 
Syste~ triEEts: bj (i=l,2, ••• ,m) capacity availability 
("Thicn may be such tangible inputs as men, material. equipment 
or such intangibles as estimated capacities) 
System technoloSl! Alj (i=1,2 •••• ,n,j=1,2 ••••m) 
~atrix of techologlcal coefficents or the transform matrix 
which turns the inputs into outputs (which may be manufacturing 
rates per different product or necessary time for training 
n paratrooper) 
System constraints: b j (j:l,2, ••• m) This is usually 
the same as system inputs plus the L.P. constraint of 
I 
non-negativtty for "i;he XiS. (Xl)-O,i=l,2, •• ,n) 
System objective: Z (c !X j ) YO Cptlmlze.1 
14 
Where: z = measure of performance 
c = controllable varia.ble: contribution 11 

to per untt of' j 

Xj = uncontrollable variable: level of a.ctivity 
j 
IV CHARACTERISTIC LIHITATIONS OF THE LINEAR PROGRAf.II1ING MODEL 
(1) Proportionalitl: The quantities of input and 
output flows of varies items of the activity are alw:3ys 
proportional to the activity level. For instance, if He wish 
to double tl:e number of trained pilots coming out of a system, 
we would have to double the number of instructors and the 
number of draftees. a)z.., and resource uttlization must 
be proport10nal to the levels of activity X; b)Fixed 
21 
charge problem: Let D represent the increnental measure of 
resource utilization. Then we have 
D={O if x~o 
x/a 
I 
II 
K+CX if 
For x)o the set-up cost of a machlne is k but for x=O is 
zero. in this case D is not linear over the l'rhole range of 
21 
Hillier, F. S., and Lieberman, G.J. t Introduction to 
Operations Research, (Holden-Day, San Francisco 1967) p. 136 
I'15 I 
I: 
values of x since x=O, and therefore this problem does 
not conform to the Linear Programming model. 
(2) . Additivit~: For each kind of flow it is required 
that the total amount spec1fied by the system as a whole equals 
the sum of anounts flm'fing into the various activi ties minus 
the sum of the amounts flowing out. Therefore for each kind 
of flow' there is a charac.;terizat"ion of a mate,!i!!;l bala!1c~ 
~~!i£n. In other words, the additivity limitation does not 
~ermit nonlinearity to creep into the system because of 
interaction of activities. 
(J) DivisibilitX: The activity levels have to be 
divisible. If they are not the L.P. becomes an integer 
programming problem. 
(4) Nonnegativ,ity: 'The activity levels have to be non­
negative. Negati',e activi ty levels are not. acceptable. The 
system can not train a negative number of pilots, or produce 
a negative amount of goods, which means that the product has 
to be stripped back to its raw materials! 
(5) Deterministic constants; aij' ci ' Xi' b; are all 
well 'knovT:r'1 constants. If variabili ty in the form of probability 
distributions or estimation errors is accepted,then the problem 
becomzs a stochastic program. 
(6) Linear objective function: The problem amenable to 
solution by ltnear prograIIL'!ling must have an exact quantiit1ve 
objective. It is inadequate to state that "paper trim loss 
should be reduced." The objective of the problem has to 
16 

be given as a sum of terms each term being the product of a 
coefficient which might be the "costff per unit of activity times 
this activity level. 
Many problems which are non-linear can be made to fit 
into a lineer progralil!l1ing model by 9. series of approximations. 
Special skill is required to break a non-linear function into 
line segments. If the effort is successful this technique 
is useful. 
v. SONE LINE..~R PROGRAI1HING EXANPLES 
The following examples will give an idea of the 
characteristics of problems that can be attacked effectively 
with linear progra.mming. The examples are realistic to the 
extent that industries do face such problems. but the problems 
presented are much smaller than the linear programming problems 
that are usually the center of industry models. 
Since no numerical procedure for the solution of linear 
Programming problens has been presented yet)the solution 
will be given through some elementary geometrical concepts. 
Attention will be paid to the formulation of such problems. 
(a) The.Atlas Company manufactures tvro products. 
Product I and Product 2. Each Product 1 requires two hours 
in department A. four hours in department B and three hours in 
department C; each Product 2 requires four-'hours in depart­
ment A and tvl0 hours in department B. The company's depart­
ments have varip-ble processing capacity per week. Department 
17 

A can operate up to forty-eight hours, department B up to 
sixty hours and department C up:: to thirty-six hours. The 
company makes a profit of ~6 on each Product 1 and $4 on 
each Produot 2. There are no limitations in the number of 
Product 1 or Product 2 that the company can sell. The question 
that interests the management of the company is how to allocate 
the company's production capacity to maximize profit. 
First the above problem statement has to be converted into 
a. mathematical form by aE:signing the symbol Xl to the number of 
Product 1 models manufactured in a week, and the symbol x2 
to the nll...raber of Product 2 models. The Xl and x are levels2 
of activity in this production system. 
The information about the problem can be formulated into 
a table. Table I states the problem in precise terms. 
Table I. Atlas Manufacturing system 
Department 
Time per Unit (Rrs) Available 
Capacity (Hrs) 
A 
B 
C 
2 
4 
3 
4 
2 
0 
Up to 48 
Up to 60 
Up to 36 
Unitproflt 6 4 
18 
(a) Formulation: The problem can be analyzed as a 
system with the following Diagram 1. 
Diagram 1. ATLAS SYSTEM 
SYS'rEM 
Technology 
system objective 
Where we have as given: 

System outputs: level, of act i y1 ty xi (1=1 t 2) 

System inputs: capacity availability b (n=I,2,J)

n 
System technology: time necessary fo~ the manufacture 
of one lUli t of the products in each dept. (The central part 
of the given table for The Atlas Company) 
ii 
ISystem constraints: available capacity and the general 
tL.P. 	 constraint of non=negativity for the xis. 
System objective: maximum profit. 
19 
'Now the proble~ can be formulated as a linear programming 
model: 
Find values for xl' x in order to maximize z:.:6x ,+l~x2
2 
Subject to: 

2x +4X2 ~48
l 
4xl +2X2 ~60 
3xl ~36 
and xi> 0 
X ,#O2
There are t~J'O necessary steps (or obtaining the 
graphical solution of this linear prograw~ing problem: 
1. Plot the oonstraints. 
2. Seleot the point in permtssible values to maXimize z. 
The oonstraints are plotted in Figure I. Then by giving 
different values to the objeotive fQ~ction z, starting for 
example from Z=2 l l=6xl +l~x2' several parallel lines are graphed 
by increasing Xl' x2 and and the maximum is found as Z =6 (12 }+4· 
(6 )=96. In Figure i the shaded area constitutes the set of 
all feasible solutions, i.e. that do not Violate any of the 
oonstraints. The vertices of the polygon ABeD constitute the 
set of all the basic feasible soltitions (the concept will be 
clarified in the next chapter) and the vertex C is where the 
optimum solution is achieved. 
(b) . A car manufacturing company. Two cars (types) 
are manufactured and three different materials are being 
used. The material requirements for the manufacture of one 
20 
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Figure 1. Graphical Solution of (a) 
• • 
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unit of each type of car are given by: 

Type of car Available materials 

rl r2 
4 5 of steel 1,000 
5 2 of aluminum 1,000 
:3 8 of plastic 1,200 
Profit of 5 units/unit car' of type rl. 
Profit of :3 units/unit car of type r2. 
xl=No. of units produced of type rl. 
x2=No. of untts produced of type r2' 
• The model can be formulated as: 
Maximize Profit=5x+3x 
Subject to: 
4xl+5x2(l000 
5xl+2x2~1000 
3x+8x2 ,1200 
xl ,x ).0.2
The graphical solution is given in Figure 2. 
(c) A farmer buys feed for his cattle and he needs 
to supplement the vitamins in the feed. He has a choice. of 
hIO different products, each of l'/hich contains the four 
vitamins required. These products contain the vitamins in 
different amounts. Like an intelligent farmer that he is, 
t 
X, 
22 
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Figure· 2. Graphical Solution of problem (b) 
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he wants to meet the minimturr vitamin requirements at the 
least possible cost. The data of his dilemma are given 1n 
Table 
Table II. DATA OF FEED BLEND 
-
Vitamins 
(per pound) 
Vitamin 1 
Product 1 
(units) 
250 
Product 2 
(units) 
50 
Vitamin 2 170 250 
Vitamin 3 
Vitamin 4 
200 
50 
150 
500 
Cost per pound 30 cents 40 cents 
The farmer has to provide at least 1000 units of 
vi tamin 1,.1500 un1 ts of vi tanin 2. 1600 units of vi ta:min 
3 and 2000 units of vitamin 4 for every hundred pounds of 
feed. Clearly, the farmer's objective function is z=.30Xl+.40X2 
where Xl is the number of pounds of product 1 purchased and 
x2 represents the number of pounds for product 2. The constraints 
are the minimum requirements of the different vitamins that 
should be 'provided for eve~y hundred pounds of feed. Each one 
of these four vitanins can be obtained either from product 1 
or product 2 in va.rying amounts. But, whatever combination of 
products is bou.Sht. the total number of uni ts for any given 
vi tamin s}1ould equal or exceed the minimum req,uire::nent for that 
23Adaptation from a problem given in: IBM, An Introduction 
to Linear Pro;;ra.:tt:nin3', (IBr1, Hhite Plains, N. Y., 1964) PP.7-8. 
I: 
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vitamin. Therefore in mathematical form the constraints are: 
250X +50X ). 1000 1 2
100Xl+200X~1500 
200x +150x ~16oo1 2 
50Xl+500x£2000 
A}so, there are the additional constraints of non-negativity 
r 
for the xl's and the x 's since negative buying is meaningless2 
here. 
The goal of the farmer is to meet the minimum require­
ments and at the same time.not overspend. Therefore, the 
objective function is to minimize z=.30xl+.40x2 which is the 
total cost. In Figure 3 the constraints are plotted and the 
feasible region of operation is indicated. The feasible 
region in this problem is on the right-hand side of the co­
ordinate system, since the constraints are "greater than or 
equal to" a.nd there is no restriction on the amounts of 
product 1 or product 2 that the farmer can purchase. Also, 
there is no ceiling on the vitamin content of the feed-mix. 
The feasible region ther~fore consists of all combinations of 
products that do not violate any of the constraints. Now the 
objective function is plotted for ~ifferent values of cost 
z, and at the point a, z aquires it's maximum value. See 
.Figure 3. 
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.. . 
(d) A simple Input-Output Lin.ear Programming Decision 
Nodel. 2J 
The AVA automobile manufacturing company uants to 
expand its production over a horizon of ten years. Row the 
entire operation should be scheduled so as to maximize the 
total production of automobiles during this period? AVA Co • 
has tvro 't<[holly oo;.rned. subsidiaries:· STE Steel Co. a.nd TOO Tool 
Co. The function of STE is to apply A~TA wi th steel for auto­
mobile production, and for factory building, and to supply 
TOO with steel for tool production and for possible expansion 
of tool factories. The function of TOO is to make tools for 
AVA, the steel mills of STE, and its own facotries. Furthermore, 
AVA can buy fully equipped factories from Rose Corporation, 
1'1hich is on the verge of bankruptcy. Such a purcha.se would 
affect AVAts initial inventory position with regard to auto­
mobile factories, and it is desired to determine the effect 
of the purchase versus the number of the purchases on the 
expansion program. The problem 1s dynamic and the input to the 
ith period is the output of the (i-l)st period. The input to 
the first period is the initial inventory. The follo1l1ing are 
the variables on a per-period b~sis to be used in the 
problem: 
23Adaptation from: Garvin, H., H., Introduction to 
Linear pr05ra1!:2nin~, (HcGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., Nevi 
York, 1960 pp. 2J2-21,J.7. 
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= automobile production 
= steel production 
::: tool production 
auto~obile capacity productionX4 = 
steel capacity productionx5 = 
. tool capacity productionx6 = 
storage of excess steel=x7 
Xs = storage of excess tools 
storage of excess automobile capacityx9 = 
storage of excess steel capacityxIO = 
_-storage of excess tool capacityxlI = 

x = storage of excess people
12 
TABLE Ill.p·1PUr-otiTPUT TABLE 
To make one 
unit of listed reo u_i re 1'5 
item per period Auto cap. Steel cap, Tool cap. peopleSteel Tools 
1 161.4autos 
1 21steel 
1tools 1.2 15 
auto capacity 1 ~: 1 J 75 
6steel capacity ISOJ 
22 SOtool capacity 
To distl:r..gui sh betl'1ecn act!vi ty levels during each time peria 
1, a superscript i is added to each of the x's. It 1s assumed 
that i-t takes one time pert0d to create neltl capaci ty of any kind, 
28 
so that capacity created during period i does not become 
available for production until the beginning of period i+l. 
It is clear that capacity 'ttll1l not be increased during the 
last period since the nel-T capacity becomes available too late 
for the horizon planning. Therefore He have the folloWing 
mathematical model: N 
HAX z= L X~ 
K:::i 
subject to: 
i-1 	 i i. i 1 ~ iii
steel constraint: x? +x2=1. 4xl"f·l. 2x,3+xLi+"",x5+2x6+x? 
i-I iii i itool 	constraint: Xs +XJ=JX4+6x5+2X6+XS 
auto 	capacity 
constraint: 
and 
labor constraint: 
As each time period has six constraints, this problem 
deals 'I'li th a systen of 6K constraints. It is obvious that 
ill thout the use of numeric.al-computer methods the problem v-rill 
be very difficult to tac~le geometrically. The solution of 
this proble!n 1'iill g:ive the optimQ'TI scheduling of production of 
the auto, steel and tool companies for the production of the 
greatest nunbcr of automoblles. The actual solution will be 
.given after the nlL'ner1.cal simplex method 1s explained. 
II 
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CHAPTER II 
MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF LINEAR SPACES 
INTRODUCTION 
A number of mathematical disciplines contribute to 
the establishment of the foundations of linear program­
ming. No attempt will be made here to give a complete 
coverage of these fields. Only those elements of these 
disciplines which have a direct affect on the linear 
programming theory will be discussed. No effort will be 
spared, however, for presenting a unified orderly develop­
ment of the theory through a set-vector space-theoretic 
approach. The correct understanding of the bases of 
linear programming and its methods of solution hinges on 
the exact understanding of some of the mathematical con­
structs in n-dimensional vector space. That is where 
the emphasis is going to be placed. The stochastic 
linear programming theory is an extension of the deter­
ministic approach given in the next chapter and it has the 
same foundations. 
I. MATHEMATICAL CONSTRUCTS IN N-SPACE. GENERAL DEFINITIONS 
Definition 2.1"-.1 A .§.et A is any given collection 
of objects which are c:;;.lled !itl~m~nts of A. 
)0 

In some cases a set can be determined by means of a 
property of its elements; for example, the set of positive 
rational numbers can be determined by the property that 
the elements x of the set are mad~ out by the quotient of 
an integer p by an integer q, where q is not zero •. 
If x is an element of the set A, it is denoted by 
writing x€A and conversely if x·is not an element of A 
is written x¢A. 
Definition 2.2.2. A set Al is called a ~uEs~t of A 
if xc: .A1 implies that x E: A. This is denoted as At CA, 
meaning that set A, is contained in set A. Two sets A1 
and A2 are eq£a1. if AIcA2 and A2CA1. 
Definition 2.2.3. A llull set is a set having no 
elements and is denoted by ¢. The null set is a subset 
to every set. 
The set consisting of the elements al' a2' a), ••••• , 
an is denoted by Cal' a2 , a), ••••• ,anJ. The set of elements 
of A which satisfy a property Pea) is denoted by 
S=[aEAlp(a)] 
The above notation reads "5 is the set of all elements in 
A for which the property P holds." 
Definition 2.2.4. The £nioll of the two sets 51 and 
S2, written SlUS2' is the set 53 =[ xl XE 51 or XE. 5il 
The lnteEs~cliQn of the two sets 51 and S2' written as 
SIn 52' is th~ set S3 =[x J xE Sl and xE sJ · 
Definition 2.2.5. The two sets SI and S2 tire said 
to be ·di!!jQillt if SIn S2 = ¢. 
------ -- ---- ---
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Usually the set of positive integers[O, 1, 2, ••• , 
n, ••9 is denoted by N and th~ set of real nwnber is 
denoted by R. R can be represented by means of the points 
on an oriented line with an origin 0, in such a way that 
to the number a, there corresponds the point P whose 
abscissa is OP = a. 
Definition 2.2.6. The diff~ren£e Sl - S2 set for 
given Sl and S2 is the set S3 =[XE Sl \ X¢S2J. 
Definition 2.2.7. R is called the real or Eu£lid~an 
line. 
Definition 2.2.8. The ~a£t~sian Er£d~ci Sl x S2 of 
two sets Sl and S2 is defined to be the set formed by the 
pairs (xl' x2)' where xl ES1, and x2E S2" Therefore, 
Rl x R2 can be represented by the points of a plane deter­
mined by two oriented rectangular axes~ This plane as 
presented in Figure 2.1 is called the Eu£lid~a!1 El.!n~, and 
is denoted by R2. 
.~l':X.2.)
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I 
RnDefinition 2.1.9. The product RxRx.nuxR = = i· 
I· 
~Xl' x2' ••• , Xn) Ixl' x2' • •• , XnE. RJ which is the iI' 
set of n-tuples of real numbers, is called Eu£.lidean. 
Definition 2.1.10. An .2.rde!.ed set is a set in which 
the notions of "larger", "smaller", "maximum", "minimum" 
etc. are defined. 
Definition 2.1.11. A nonempty set of elements G is 
called a grQu£ if in G there is defined a binary opera­
tion, called the product and denoted ~y • such that: 
( 1) Xl' x2 E- G implies that Xl • x2 E.. G 
(2) Xl' x2' xJEG implies that Xl • (x2 • xJ) 
= (xl • x2) • x; 
(J) There exists an element eE. G such that 
Xi • 	 e = e • Xi = Xi for all XiE. G 
(4) 	 For every Xt G there exists an element 
x-lEG such that X • x-I = x-I • x = e. 
Definition 2.1.12. A group G is said to be abelian 
if for every Xl' x2 G, Xl • x2 = x2 • Xl. 
Definition 2.1.13. An n.-y,ect.2.r is an ordered set of 
n-tuples of real n~lbers called £.bmP0n~nis such that 
(2.1)Xl 

x2

-x = , X· ~ £R 

• 

• 

• 
xn 
Definition 2.1.14. A y,ect.2.r ~o~c~ V over a field F 

is a set of elements called vectors, such that any two vectors 
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Xl and' x2 of V determine a unique vector Xl + x2 as sum, 
and any xE V and a E F determine a product a· x E V such that: 
(1) 	 V is an abelian group under addition 
(2) 	 a· (Xl + x2) = a • Xl + a • x2' (al + a2) 
· x = al • X + a2 • X (2.2) 
(3) (a 1 a2) • x = a 1 • (x • a2)' 1 • x =x 
The set of all n-vactors, structured by the above 
operations constitute the vector space Rn defined in 
Definition 2.2.9. By fixing a reference system of oriented 
rectangular axes with origin 0, every ,n-vector [Xl' x2' ••• , 
xnJ corresponds to the point with coordinate Xl' x2' ••• , xn 
and conversely; the origin 0 corresponds to the null vector. 
Therefore, associated with the vector space Rn there is a 
space of points which is called the ~ffine ~p~c~. There 
is exact interchangeability between the affine and the 
vector space oyer the field R of the real numbers; and this 
allows easy translation of reasoning from the algebraic to 
geometric and conversely which will prove invaluable in the 
continuing development of the foundations of linear program­
ming. Th'e mixed affine-vector concepts allow extended 
flexibility in the exposition. 
Definition 2.2.15. A ~ubs~a£e of a vector space V is 
a subset of V which is itself a vecior space with respect to 
the operations of addition and scalar multiplication in V. 
Definition 2.2.16. A null vectgr 0 of Rn is a vector 
for which all components are zero. i.e. 0 =[0, 0, ••• , oJ . 
A l.l.ntt ~e,.gt..Qr ei of Rn is the vector whose ith component 
I 
1 
1s +1~ all others being zero, i.e. e2= 0,1,0, ••• ,0 • 
Dafin1 tion 2.2.17. Tyro vector subspaces, HI and 
R2 , are said. to be .§.u,E.ple,8ent!!ry if 
Ri+R2=B.,RinR2==0 
Definition 2.2.18. A subset 3 of an is called a linear1 
variety if 
(2.) 
Theorem 2.2.1. If E is a vector subspace.and x is a 
o 
fixed vector in Rn , the set L=E+x is a linear variety.
o 
Conversely, every linear variety· is of the form L=E+x for 
o 
some vector subspace E and so~e f1x9G vector x • 
o
-Proof: E+xo ts a linear variety, for if a and 82l 
are real numbers such that a l +a =l, we have2
.1 
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{X - x0 E. E Xo =9 _1 :::::;>­xl' x2E E + 
xL - Xo E:. E. 
(2.4) 
~ (alxl + a2x2) - Xo =al (xl - xo) + a2 (x2 - Xo)EE 
~alxl + a2x2 EE + Xo 
Now suppose that A is a linear variety; it shall be 
'proved that there exists a vector subspace E and a fixed 
. vector or a point Xo such that A = E + xo. 
If A = ~, then A = ¢ = 0 + x •o 
If A -F ~, let Xo be a point in A and write E = A 
-xo ' 
then E is a vector subspace, for 
(" xl = Yl 
- x0 ~ alxl = BIYl( 1) XIEE :::::7 L -Yl EA 
!-~l = Yl Xo 
(2 ) 
=xl' x2 E. E ~ l x2 = Y2 - Xo 9- xl + x& 2AYl' Y2 
= Yl + Y2 
- xoE: A 
- x02 
(2.6) 

• • A = E + xo' where E is a vector subspace. 
If A is a linear variety such that A =El + xl and 
A = E2 + x2' then EI = E2 ," Because Xl - X2 E E2 
since xl = 0 + xl E A = E2 + x2 
then El = E2 + (x2 - xl) CE2 + E2 C E2 
By symmetry, E2C El and therefore .El = E2 • 
)6 
Definition 2.1.19. The space E such that A=E+xo 
(necessarily unique according to theorem 2.1.1) is called 
the ~ubs~aQe ~a~all~l tg a. If two linear varieties A and 
B have the same parallel subspace E, they are called ~a~all~l 
to one another. 
A linear variety S which had a straight line Sy 
through the point 0 as a parallel su~space is called a 
straight line. If a linear variety'P has a plane through 
the point 0 as a parallel subspace it is called a El~n~. 
II. VECTOR OPERATTONS. DEPENDENCE. RANK. DIMENSION. BASES 
Definition 2.2.1. The ~c~l~r ~ultiPle of an n-vector 
by a scalar number a1 is an n-vector formed by multiplying 
each component by Therefore, for a column vectora1 • 
rx~ 
xJ .xa1 
• (2.8)
• 
• 
xn 
-Definition 2.2.2~ To ~very pair of vectors x and y 
in Rn there corresponds a real number called the inner. ].rgdyc1 
of x and y written 
X·y=X1Y1+X2Y2+···+~Yn 
and such that 
(2.10) 
(a) x·y=y·x 
(b) (a1x+a2y )·Z=a1(x·z)+a2(y.z)(2.11) 
- - - nfor all a1,a~R and x,y,zER 
,I 
I 
I 
, 
i ; 
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(c) X· X 0, x • X= 0 if and only if x = 0 (2.12) 
The vectors x and yare called 9.rthogon~l if their 
inner product is equal to zero. 
Definition 2.2.). The s~~ of two n-vectors is the 
vector formed by adding the corresponding components. Thus 
Xl 
x2 
x) 
• 
x + Y = • 
• 
xn 
+ 
Definition 2.2.4. Two 
. corresponding components 
Xl 
x2 
x) 
• 
• 
• 
xn 
= 

Yl 
Y2 
Y3 
• 
• 
Yn 
= 

xl + Yl 
x2 + Y2 
x) + Y)
• (2.1)• 
• 
xn + Yn 
n-vectors are equal if their 
are equal • Thus 
Yl 
Y2 
Y3 
• 
• 
• 
Yn 
I 
I 
I 
implies X· for i 1, 2, ••• ,n. ~ = Yi = I 
. ", .., (2.1.4 ) I 
Definition 2.2·5· The vectors xl' x2' ..., xk are 
k 
~ ajxj = 0 - '> aj = 0 (j = 1, •• ., k) 
j = 1 
otherwise, they are called deEend~nt. 
Definition 2.2.6. A vector x is a line~r Qo~bin~tion 
-of the vectors X'J (j = 1, ..., k) if 
k 
x = L a·x· (2.16)J Jj = 1 
Th~ null vector is a linear combination of all vectors, if 
aj is tak~n equal to zero. This i.s a trivial case and it 
will not be considered in the study of vector dependency. 
)8 
-For further clarification of the vector space concepts 
an example is given. 
Suppose that a description of the U. S. production of 
certain industrial and agricultural goods, such as automobiles, 
wheat, and so forth is wanted. The required information for 
each state can be given by an ordered sequence of n real 
numbers, the ith number being the qQantity of the ith product 
which the state produces. Therefore, given Table I~ 
TABLE IV 
ANNUAL PRODUCTION IN TONS 
[Wheat Steel Coal • • • Electronics 
State 1 all a l2 a l ) • • • a ln 
State 2 a21 
-
a22 a23 • • • a2n 
State ) a 31 a32 a33 • •• a)n 
• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • ••• 
State M aml 
'-::'m2 am1 \ •• • amn 
it can b~ said that ea,oh year state 2 produces tons ofa21 
wheat, tons of steel, ••• , a2n tons of electronics.a22 
Now, if the total prod1)ctivity for the year is required for 
two states, simply add the vectors of the individual states' 
productivity: 
State 1 Pl=(a11 , a l2 , al;' ... , a ln ) 
state 2 152=(a21 , a22' a23 , . . ., a2n ) 
therefore, combined production is ~1+p2=(all+a21' a12+a22 , 
a ••• , a )·13+a23 , ln=a2n
I 
! 
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If the productivity in each commodity increases by a 
factor keR in state 1, then the new productivity will be: 
New P1=ki\=(ka11 ,ka12 ,ka13,·· .,kaln )· 
Definition 2.2.7. The ~ank of a subset S of a vector 
space V is the ~a~imal number of independent vectors in S. 
If S is itself a vector space, SCV, the rank of S is called 
the number of dimensions of th~ ~p~c~ S, or simply the di­
mension of S. The dimension of a linear variety is, by 
definition, equal to the dimension of the subspace parallel 
to this variety. 
Definition 2.2.8. A basis of an r-dimensional vector 
space Vr (or of a subset Rr or rank r, of a space Y) is called 
any set of r linearly independent vectors of yr (or Rr) such 
that all other vectors in the space can be generated as linear 
combinations' of the vectors in the set. 
Theorem 2.2.1. A sufficient condition for (r + 1) vectors 
Yi(i=l, ••• ,r+l) of V to be linearly dependent is that each of 
these vectors be a linear combination of the same set of r 
vectors Xj(j=l, ••• ,r) of V. 
Proof: The proof will use mathematical induction and in 
the trivial case where ei.ther one or several of the y. is the 
~ 
vector 0 will be discounted. 
Let 
__~ a ..x. i=1, ••• ,(r+1)Yi-f=t ~J J 
The theorem is true for r=l because all and a21 , being 
different from zero (since neither Y1 nor Y2 is 0) give 
a11Y2-a21Y1 =0 (2.18) 
I 
I 
I'I' 
i 
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Suppose that the theorem is true for r = k - 1; it 
will be shown that it is true for r = k. Therefore, 
Yi = ~ aij x· i = 1, ... , (k + 1)Jj = 1 
and suppose all 1-0 and set 
ail . ail _ 
, Izi =Yi --- Yl = ~ (aij - -) Xj i = 2, 
all j = 2 all 	 I 
I
... , (k + 1). 	 (2.20) I 
Now, since Zi depends linearly on the sa~e (k - 1) vectors I 
IX. (j = 2, ••• , k ) the hypothesis permits
J I 
k + 1 • k + 1 , 	 , Y1a. ~ + 1O=~ a. Z. = fu y. t"2::= a· ai) - (2.21)1 • 	 1 
. i = 2 1 1 = 1 1 i = Z all 
,. 
with at least one of the I- 0, which proves the theorem.a i 
.Corollary 2.?l.1. Rn 1S an n-dimensional space. 
Proof: The n unit vectors ei (i = 1, •• ,, n) are linearly 
independent since 
( a l' a2' ••• , ~ ) = 0 ~ a 1 = a2 = ••• = 
= ~ = a 
and every vector x = (Xi) may be written 
i=L x·e· 	 (2.22) 
i = 1 1 1 
which proves by theorem 2.~.1 that (n + 1) arbitrary vectors 
of Rn are linearly dependent. 
The conclusion from this corollary and definition 2.2. 8 is 
that every set of n linearly independent vectors of Rn 
constitutes a basis of the Rn space. 
- - -
Theorem 2.2.2. A subset of r non-zero linearly 
independent vector x. of a set S of vectors is a basis of 
. 1 
S if and oly if every vector of S is a linear combination 
of the Xi(i=l, ••• ,r). 
Proof: If every vector x of S is a linear combination 
of the xi(i=l, ••• ,r) according to theorem 2.2.1(r+l) 
arbitrary vectors of S are dependent, therefore S is of rank 
r and xi constitutes a basis, by definition. 
Conversely, if the set xi(i=l, ••• ,r) constitutes a 
-basis, S is of rank r, by definition. and for every YES, the 
vectors y and x.(i=l, ••• r) are dependent.
1 
Theorem 2.2.J. Let y be any vector in the vector space 
generated by a set of independent vectors xii=(l, ••• ,r); then 
the representation of the y as a linear function of the set 
xi(i=l •••• ,r) and the values ai(i=l, ••• r) such that 
~ 
a,x.+a2x2+••••+a x =y (2.23)1 r r 
Proof: If the representation is not unique then there 
exists another set of values bi(i=l, ••• r) such that 
(2.24) 

If substraction is applied (2.24) from (2.23) the result is 
(2.25) 

and the conclusion is that if not all (a.-b.)=O, the vectors1 1 
x-1 ,x
-
2 ' •••• ,x
- are not independent. This conclusion is contraryr 
to the assumption that xi(i=l, ••• ,r) are independent, and 
tf,lerefore the theorem is proven. 
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The expression (2.23) is the ~eRr~s~ntati£n of a vector 
Y in terms of the basis x· (i = l, •• ,r) and the a. ( i = l, •• ,r)11· 
are the £o,£rdl!!,ates of p relative to this basis. 
Theorem 2.2.4. Given a set of vectors i. (i = 1, ••• , r)
1 
which being linearly independent constitute a basis, and a ,I 
vector p f. 0 in a vector space, it ,is possible to replace one 
of the columns of the basis by p td form a new basis. 
Proof: Let the representatio~ of p in terms of the 
basis be 
I 
_I 
clxl + c2x2 + ---- + crxp = p (2.26) 
. Now, since p # 0 at least one ci f.! 0 in (2.26). If cl 'I- 0 
I
then it will be shown that a new ~asis can be formed by re­
placing xl by p. According to th~orem 2:·,2.3, the representa-

I 
tion (2.26) is unique and therefo~e xl' x2 ' ••• , xr l' pare 
I 
linearly independent because if nQt the implication is that p 
I 

I 

has a non-zero coefficient and th~s can be represented 
I 
differently in terms of the other'vectors from the unique re-
I 
presentation (2.26) and that cons~itutes a contradiction to 

theorem 2.2.3. 

I 
Therefore, it only need to qe shown that an arbitrary y 
,­
can be expressed in terms of x2' ~x3' ••• , xr ' p to prove that 

these vectors form a basis. Therefore, multiplying (2.26) by 

I 

a constant k and subtracting from 
, 
(2.23) the result is 

(al - kCl) Xl + (a2 - kC2) t2 + ---- + (ar - kcr ) xr + 
(2.27) 
Therefore 	if k (";1 I- 0) (2.28) 

°1 

then the conclusion is that y is: linearly dependent on the 
I 
4) 
vectors x2' ••• , xr ' P. sine al -kcl =O. Therefore, the 
new basis X2 ••••• xr • P can generate any other vector y 
in the space. 
Th~~rem 2.2.2. Given a set of vectors xi (i=l, ••• r) 
.which being linearly independent constitute a basis and I 
independent non-zero vectors ql' q2 •••• ql in the vector 
space generated by the basis, if is possible to replace I 
.­
vectors in the basis by ql' q2' ••• , qI. 
Proof: The proof is given by mathematical induction 
when I =1 according to theorem 2.2.4 the theorem 2.2.5 
stands. Now, suppose that it is true that a new basis can ba 
formed by substituting 1-1 vect.ors ql' Q2' ••• , ql;..i for 
1-1 vectors in the basis by replacing xl' x2' _•• , xI_l­
Therefore, the new basis is ql' q2' ••• , ql-l' 'xI' •••• xr • 
Now let the representation of ql in terms of this basis be 
c1ql+c2q2+·· .+cl_i1ql':'1 +cIX1+·· .+crx =ql. (2.29)r 
At least one Ci#O. for i 1, because otherwise ql would 
be linearly dependent on ql' Q2' ••• , ql-l which is contrary 
to the assumption of independency of the tii (i=l ••••1). 
Therefore, let ck # 0 for some k 1. Then according to the 
argument of theorem 2.2. l}, ql can 'replace qk in this basis to 
form a new basis consisting of vectors ql' Q2' ••• , ql-l' 
ql' xl +l • •••• xr • 
III ELEiVlENTS OF THE THEORY OF' JVINfRICES AKD DETERMINANTS 
Problems concerning groups of vectors in Rn and their 
operations center around the fundamental concept of linear 
Ii i 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
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transformations in Rn and the concept of matrices. 
Definition 2.).1. A rectangular array of scalar quanti­
ties, call~d ~l~m~n!s.l.. having m rows and n colwnns, is called 
an mxn matrix and is arranged in the following manner: 
all a12 • • • a1n 

a2l a22 • •• a2n 

A= (2.3°) 
• • • amnaml am2 
Definition 2.,.2, The following are true for the 
matrix A in (2.30): 
(a) 	 The i-th row of A is the ordered n-tuple 
(ail' ai2' ••• , a in ) and according to definition 
2.2.13 it is a vector, called row-vectQF; 
(b) 	 The j-th column of A is the ordered m-tuple 
(alj , a2j , ••• , ~j) and according to definition 
2.2.13 it is a vector, called £ol~n=v~cto£; 
(c) If m = n matrix A is called a squa£e matrix; 
(d) If a· . = ° for i = 1, ••• , m and j = 1, ••• , nl.J 
then matrix A is called a ~e~o matrix; 
(e) 	 If aij = 1 for all i = j and aij = ° for all 
i # j then matrix A is called an identity matrix 
and 	 is denoted by I; 
i: 
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(f) 	 If a1'J' = k., kER for all i = j and a .. = 01 . 	 lJ 
for all i i j then matrix A is called a 
(g) 	 The transpose of A is a·matrix whose (i,j) element 
is the (j,i) element of A.The transpose is de­
noted by A'; 
(h) 	 A square matrix is called ~m~t~iQ if it is equal 
to its transpose i. e. A = A'; sk~wsy!!!m~tr.i£ if it 
is the negative of its transpose i.e. A = -A'; 
(i) 	 A square matrix is called trlagg~l~r if all aij = 0 
for i j or if all afj= 0 for i j; 
(j) 	 Associated with every square matrix A is a number 
called the dele~in~nt of A denoted by IAI •. The 
determinant A is the polynomial 
IAl = I (-1) daldl a2d2 •••• ancin' 
where (d1 , d2 , ••• , d ) is a permutation of the n n
first integers and d is the number of inversions 
of this permutation. The summation is taken over 
all possible permutations of the second indices. 
Therefore, the determinan~ is a homogeneous 
polynomial in the aij and it has n! terms. 
The determinant has the following properties: 
(1) JA\ = 0, if every aij = 0 for i = 1, ttt, 
n; j 	 = 1, ••• , n; 
(2) 	 The value of the determinant is not changed 
·if 	corresponding columns and rows are 
interchanged; 
(3) If IDI is the determinant formed by 
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interchanging two colu'1lns or rows in I AI 
then Inl = - 1AI; 
(4) 	 If two columns or rows of [AI are 
identical, then IAl = 0; 
If every element of a row or of a column 
of a determinant is multiplied by a con­
stant k, then,the value of the determinant 
is multiplied by,ka 
(6) 	 The value of a determinant is not changed 
if, to every element of a column or row 
it is added k times the corresponding 
element of another column or row;. 
(7) 	 IABI = {Al -IBI, A and Bare nxn matrices; 
(8) 	 For every p and q, between 1 and n 
where: 	Spq = 1 if P = q 
S 0 if P ~ qpq = .,.. 
If P =q the above relation is called 
. the ~xEa£sion of' tAl by its pth row; 
(9) 	 If the columns or rows of a determinant 

are linearly dependent, this determinant 

is zero. This is a deduction from proper­
ties (1) and (6); 
(10) In 2-space t corresponding to two column­
vectors = (all' a21 ) and a2 =a l 
(a12' a22 ) there is the determinant 
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all a l2 
a2l a22 
whose absolute value is equal to the area 
of the parallelogram with sides al and 
a2 (Fig. 6.. ) 
In 3-space, the three linearly independ­
ent vectors 
al = (all' a21' a31)' a2 = (a12' a22' 
a32 ), a3 = (a13 , a23 , a33) 
o "'--__-L.­
. 3 
tiglAre. 7. P~rt\.llde ripeJ ,'n R. 
determine a parallelepiped (Fig. "7. ) and 
the absolute value of the determinant 
I 
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all a12a13 
a2l a22 a23 
e'Jl aJ2 aJ 
is equal to the volume of the para.llele­
piped; 
(k) 	 A square matrix A is called n.onsingular. 
if IAI 1 o. If IAI = 0, the matrix is 
singular; 
(1) 	 The m.inor, Dij of the element aij of a 
matrix A is the determinant obtained from 
the square matrix A by striking out the 
ith row and jth column; 
(m) 	 The £ofact£r Aij of the element a ij
i +j
equals (-1) Do o. A0 i.s called the1J 1J0 
~ign~d ~inor. of the element a. oJ1J 
(n) 	 The §:.d"ioint matrix of A is a matrix A+ 
whose (i,j) element is the (j,i) element 
of the matrix whose element (i,j) is the 
cofactor of a .. in IAI.1J 
Definition 2.3~ The following operations are valid in' 
matrices. Given matrices A, B, C and a, aI' a2ER 
(a) 	 Two matrices A and Bare equal when 
a o 0 	 = b .. i = l~ •• t, m; j = 1, ••• , nJ1J 1J 
(b) 	 The swn of two matrices A and B is defined 
as 
A + 	B = (a .• + b •• ) = c = C•. (2.31)1J 1J 1J 
and it has the following properties 
A + 	B == B + A 
(A + 	B) + C = A + (B + C) (2.32 ) 
(c) 	 The p!"oduct of a matrix by a real number 
is 	defined by 

aA :; Aa = (aa.. )
~J 
and with the sum it has the following 
properties 
A + 	(-1) A = (0) 
(a1 + a2)A ~~ a 1 A + a2 A (2.33) 
a(A 	+ B) = aA + aB 
(d) 	 The product of a matrix A, mxp, with a 
matrix B, pxn, is the matrix C, mxn, 
defined by the relation 
' - ~ A·kbk . i = 1, ••• , m;ciJ k = 1 1 J 
j = 1, ••• , n (2.34) 
Therefore, AIn = A = ImA (2.35) 
The product of two matrices in the order 
AB is defined only if the number of columns 
of A is equal to the nu.'TIber of rows of B. 
If A and B are squa~matrices of the same 
order, the two products AB and BA are 
defined, but lead to two different results. 
The matrix product is nol £o~utativ~, but 
is ~s~o£iativ~ and £ist~ibuti~e with respect 
to summation, and also possesses the 
property of ho~ogerrelt~ with respect to 
--
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scalar multiplication, A(aB)=a(AB) 
(e) 	 The transpos~ has the following prop­
erties 
(A') , = A 
(A+B) , = A'+B' (2·36) 
(AB) , =B'A' 
Every (mxp) matrix may be considered .as a column of m row·­
vectors, or as a row of n column-vectors. Therefore, two 
matrice A and B can be written 
•A = • 
-
• 
• 
a. - being a row vector 
l. 
-B:: 	 [b , ••• J b 1 : b. being a column vector 1 n J 
The product AB can be written 
a B 
• 
• 
• 
-
• 
am B 
or given that A and B are (nxn) square matrices 
-
a1 
• :: b1a1+ • • • bnan 
• 
• 
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Definition 2.3-~. If all rows k and all columns 
but s are crossed out of an (rnxn) matrix A, the result 
(kxs) matrix is called a .§.ubrnat.r.i.2£ of A. 
Definition 2.)-2- A ~aEtitiorr of a matrix A is the 
division of A into submatrices such that 
all 
~ 
a12 a13 la14 
a a a la21 22 23 I 21~ 
A = a 31 a 32 a Ia3l t.33 
9.4; : a4l4. - a45 
a 53 !a54 a55 
Most of the operations applicable to the elements of A are 
applicable to the submatrices Cll ' 012' 021' 022 taken as 
elements of A. 
Definition 2.;.5(a). The rank of a matrix is the maximal 
number of column-vectors or row-vectors of the matrix which 
are linearly independent. 
Definition 2.;.6. A square matrix of order n is called 
.r.egula.r. if its rank is n; otherwi$e it is called .§.ing~l~r. 
Theorem 2_;_1. The rank of the columns of a matrix is 
the same as the rank of its rows. 
Proof: Suppose that the first r columns and the first 
s rows are linearly independent. These linearly independent 
vectors from a (sxr) submatrix designated Al • 
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all a12 • • • • aIr 
a21 a22 • • • • a2r 
•A1= 
• 
• 
• 
asl as2 • ••• asr 
= 

:~l 
• I = [Yl Y2 ••• YrJ (2.40) 
U 
It has to shown that r = s. Since the vector xl' x2' 
RS•. . . , xs constitutesa basis 111 the space according to 
theorem 2.2.4 one of the vectors of ·the bases can be replaced 
by a non-zero vector in the vector space to form a new basis. 
Assume that vector Y =2:ki xi and then k i ~ O. Therefore,r 
by theorem 2 ..-2.4 xl' X2' ••• , xs-l' Yr is a basis for R
S
• 
Now, it can be written 
s-l ~ - ­ + e.y .. (2.41)L-.. "6. x. .. ri=l _ 1 1 
and at least one e. must be non-zero, because otherwise the1 
set of yi would not be linearly independent. Take e _ -:j 0;S l 
then xl' ••• , x _ ' Yr-l' Y is a basis for RS • Now thiss 2 r 
process can continue until a basis is found which must ta.ke 
one of the following forms: 
Xl' ••• , xs - ' Yl , ••• , Y or Yl , ••• , Yr r r 
There should be at least as many xi as Yi' because otherwise 
a state would be reached where one Yj was a linear combina­
tion of some of the others which contradicts the independence 
assumption. Therefore s~ r. Now, if one can start with the 
Yj and insert the xi the result would be r~ s. Therefore 
s = r and the theorem is proven. 
Theorem 2.J.2. The rank of a matrix A is r if and 
only ff there exists at least one square submatrix of A of 
, ! 
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order ·r whose determinant is non-zero, and if all square 
submatrices of A of order larger than r have a zero determin­
ant. 
Proof: If matrix A is of rank r then (r + k) arbitrary 
column-vectors ofA are linearly dependent and therefore every 
square submatrix of order (r + k) has a zero determinant 
according to property (9) of Definition 2~'.2 section (j). 
Let aI' a2 , ••• , a be r linearly independent colwnns of A.r 
According to the proof of theorem 2.3-1, these vectors form 
( 1:')
an mxr matrix A wi th m-> r. Now s~ppose that all the 
square submatrices of order r taken from A(r) have a zero 
determinant. Consider especially the determinants of the 
(m - r + 1) matrices of order r which have as (r-l) first 
rows the (r - 1) first rows of A(r), and let IArjl be the 
cofactor of element arj in the determinant which is formed 
from the r f'irst rows of A(r). Now, by hypothesis 
r 

~ ar J. lA .( = 0 (4.42) 
J = 1 rJ 
(4.43) 
Moreover, 
r 
i = 1, ... , (r-l) (4.44)~ j = 1 
since formula (2.44) is just the expansion of a determinant 
which has two identical rows of indices i and r. Now, it 
can be deduced from (2.42), (2.43) and (2.44) that there exists 
the same relation of linear dependence between the elements 
of each of the rows of A(r). But, this contradicts the 
hypothesis and proves that the condition is necessary. 
For the condition to be sufficient, suppose that 
every determinant of order larger than r is zero and 
that there exists at least one non-zero determinant of 
order r. A cannot be of rank p ~rbecause from definition 
2.:3.5 about 'the rank of a matrix and property (9) of 
"definition 2.3.2 section (j), every detenninant of order r 
would be zero. And fro~ the necessary condition part of the 
pr-oof, A cannot be of order l;>r because there would exist 
at least one non-zero determinant of orderl. Therefore, the 
condition is sufficient. 
Definition 2.3',6. Given a nonsingular nxn matrix A, 

it is called the in~e£s~ mairix A-I of A the matrix, which, 

if it exists satisfies the relations 

A-I A = AA- I = In (2.45) 
Theorem 2.3.3. The inverse A-1 of a nonsingular matrix 
A is unique. 
Proof: According to definition 2.).2 section (n) 
about matrix A+ and section (j) no. (8) about the expansion 
of I A f 

+ +
A A = AA = IAI I (2.46)
n 
and, consequently 
A+ = A-I (2.47)
I AI 
Now, in order to prove uniqueness, suppose that there exists 
another matrix B or C, such that 
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BA = In 

AC 
 = In 

Then B = BAA-l = I n A-I = A
-1 

-1
A-lAC 	 = A-IC = = A In 
Definition 2.3.7. Product form of the inverse. Let A 
be an mxn nonsingular matrix for which the inverse A-I is 
kno\,m. Let A be written in terms of its columnc"- vectors as 
A = (2:'1' a2 , ••• , ap , ••• , ~) (2.48) 
Now, since matrix A is nonsingular, the vectors a·
J 
(j = 1, ••• , m) are linearly independ~nt and therefore form 
a basis. A new matrix Al can be deduced from A by substitution 
-	 .
of a vector p for the vector a. This gives a new basis p 
according to theorem 2.2.4. The vector p can be expressed in 
terms of the vectors aj according to theorem 2.2.2. Then, if 
y is the vector expressing pias a function of the vectors 
a. 	the following expression stands
J 
p = Ay = m> y. a· (2.49)j = 1 J J 

The proposition is to find the inverse of 

... , 

-1A necessary and sufficient condition such that Al exists 
is that \Al \ ¢ 0 or that the vectors (aI' a2 , ••• , p, ••• , a ) m 
are linearly independent or that yp -:I o. Suppose that this is 
true. Then the following expressiori can be written. 
~, = --1 f.y.a. +-1 p (2.51) 
V Y J J Y 
r j ~ p p 
- --
I I, U! 
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Where: 
-Z I:::. [_ ~ - ~ , ...... , - 'ip-L I J:.. 1 - iJPtt , ••••• , u"'...] __ (2.53 ) 

.p 'jr ~t' ~f 'rJr 'Jr tJ, 

NO"il. since the product of an arb1 trary matrix i'1i th the 
ith unit vector is the ith colu~~ of the matrtx the combination 
of (2.48). (2.50) and (2,52) will give 
A=Ab (El •E •••• , E I'Z , Z IE t••• tErn) =,AbJ (2 • 5l~ )l p- P P p+l P 
The matrix J is obtained from the unit matrix 1m where 
p 
the pth column Ep has been replaced QY Zp' 
1 
If (2.54) is p.l'.:l.J.tlplied on the left by A - and on theb 
right by A_I the result ts 
Ab-l=J A_I 
P 
The. preceding result can be used nOH for a programmed 
1 
calculation of A- of a nonsingular mxm matrix 
A= (aI' • .. • , am ) 

Step 1. Introduce unit matrix 

I =(E, E2 ' ••• , E ) 

m 1'1 
-Step 2. Replace El by &1.E by a • etc.2 2 
Al=(a1 ' E2 ' • • • • F-Tl ) 
A2=(al '8.2 •• .. ·,Em) 
Am=(~1'~2'····~m) 
and. 
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Step .3. = J1Im = J1 
-1 
= J1 Ai = J2 J1 
A-1 = A -1 = J A-l .- = J J :Jm_2· ··Jl (2.55)m m m-l m m-1 

Definition 2.4.7. The inverse matrix A has the follow­
ing properties subject to easy verification. 
(1) (A- l )-l =A 
(2) (A')-l = (A-l ( 
(.3) (AB)-l = B-1A-l 
(4) AB =0 B = 0A -F 0 
A-1(5) = 1 
A 
IV. LINEAR TRANSFORlVlA'rIONS 
Definition 2.4.1. If Sl and S2 are nonempty sets, then 
a mapping from Sl to S2 is a subset, fil, of 51 x S2 such that 
for every sliE Sl there is a unique S2iE. 52 such that the 
ordered pair (Sli' S2i) is in M. s2i is called the im~g~ of 
Sli under the mapping. 
Definition 2.!4-.2. A line,!r ~.r~n.§.f..2.r!!lati..2.n T is a 
mapping of a vector space Rn into a vector space Rm, which 
has the follwoing two propel't ies: 
T(xl' x2) =T(xl) + T(xZ) 
T(ax) = aT(x), a€ R 
The linear transfo:cmation, denoted by T, is an operator
--' - - ­
which applied to an arbitrary vector of Rn , transforms it 
into a vector of Rm. 
Theorem 2.4.1. A real mxnmatrix A completely defines 
a linear transformation of Rn into Rm. The linear transfor­
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mation of Rn into Rm. The linear transformation is 
equivalent to the product of A with the vectors of Rn. 
Proof: Let (el , e2 , ••• , "in) and (fl , f , "" fm) be2 
the unit bases of Rn and Rm respectively. Any arbitrary 
n 
vector XE.R and its transformation y = T(x) can be exposed 
as functions of the respective bases, such that 
n 
x=~ x -g.j = 1 j J 
m 
y = L.. y. f. (2.59)i=l~. 1 
mThe transformation T(ej)E R can be expressed as a 
function of fie 
-- ~ TOi.) = L- a .. f"1 j = 1, ••• , n (2.60) 
. J i = 1 13 
Now, if (2.58) and (2.60) are combined the result is 
_. _ n _ 

y =T(x) = LX. T(e.,.) 

. m (~=l J )J (2.61) 
y = ~ ?- aiJ" x J" f" 1 = 1 J = 1 1 
and by comparison with (2,59) and from theorem 2.3.3 
n 
y. = L- aiJ' X " (2.62) 
1 j = 1 J 
so that y = Ax. where A = (aij)' i.= 1, ••• , mij = 1, •••n 
The matrix A is defined uniquely and independently of x 
from (2.60) and therefore it defines the given linear trans­
formation. From (2.32), (2.33), and (2.34) it can be seen 
n 
also that the product of an mxn matrix A with a vector of R 
or with a lxn matrix of RI1 is 1:', 1inl?ar transformation of Rn 
into Rm. 
Definition 2.~ The £a~k of a linear transformation 
is the dimension of the subspace S of Rm transfcrmed from 
i 
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nthe space R • 
Theorem 2.4.2. The rank of a linear transformation T 
is equal to the rank of the matrix A which defines T. 
Proof: In (2.62) the column-vectors aj of A are the 
vectors transformed from the unit vectorse,. (j = 1, 111, n).
J 
Then it follows from definition 2 .4;.7 about the rank of a 
subset and the dimension of a vector space, that the dimen­
sion of S of Rm is equal to the maximal number of linearly 
independent column-vectors aj' in other words, is equal to 
the rank of A. 
col~~ns of a matrix have the property of replacing it by a 
matrix of the same rank. 
The elementary transformations are: 
(i) Addition of one row to another row 
(li) Multip1icatio~ of a row by a non-zero scalar 
(iii) The exchange of two rows 
The importance of the elementary transformations derives 
from the fact that the Gags~i~n ~limin~tion ~r£c~dur~ for the 
calculation of the solutions of a system of linear equations 
depends on these transf')rmations. 
I 
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CH..A.PTER III 
CONVEX SPACES AND LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter deals with properties of convex sets 
of points in an n-dimensional point space Rn. The 
foundamental theorems of linear programming and duality 
are explained and presented in mathematical form. These 
Itheorems constitute the bas~s from where stochastic i 
linear programming extends itself. 
I. BASIC PROPERTIES OF CONVEX SETS 
Definition 3.1.1 If ~€Rn and a~~, the line passing 
through 0 ·and generated by i is called the set of points, 
a linear variety parallel to a line passing through 
o is called a line. 

Definition 3.1.2 The!~ generated by a is the set of 

points. 

D=(x I i=.A cr. J A} 0) 
Definition 3.1.3 If acRn a ~oand ~R then the setof 
P=(x \ a x =0<) 
is called a hyperplane (Fig. S ) and the set 
H=(x 1a x}O( ) 
is called a closed half-space. (Fig. 8 ) 
Ahbyperplane d:i..vides Rn i~to two closed half spaces 
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and they are usually denoted by 
H+ = (xl a x}c() 
H- = (x I a x(o( ) 
0.. - is interpreted as a row-vector and X as a column-vector. 
For x = ( 1, 2, 3) , a = (al , a2 - , a3) and ~=l. The 
inner product is 
a - ·x - = al - + 28:2 + 3aj 
and the two half-spaces are 
+ 28:2 + 38:3 ~ 1 
a
al 
l + 2a2 + 38:3 " 1 
as shown in Figure 8. The points on the plane 
al +2a2+JaJ=1 belong to 	both half--spaces. 
G\l 
When a set S is situated on one side of a hyperplane 
a x= b,.one of the half spaces ax ~ b or ax L b contains the 
Si this half-space is then called a ~u~PQ~~ of, or a 
supporting half-space fcr S. 
A hyperplane is called a supporting hyperplane Ps 
to a convex set C if it contains. at least one point of 
C and such that the points of C are on one side of P • 
s 
- -
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Definition 3.1.4. A ~ G is a set of- points or vectors 
such tat 
In other words a cone is a set which, if it contains a 

vector x, contains also the ray generated by x. 

Definition 3.1.5. A set C is said to be convex if 

Xl 'X2 E C~ ­
-A 1 '~2 ~ 0 ::!;7 -A1xl +A2X2 E. C 

.Ai+"2 - 1 

According to this definition every linear variety is 

convex. In Rn, for a given f numerical function not 

identically zero, the following sets are convex 
The hyperplane P =(x I f(x)=<X ) 
The open half-space H-=(x I f(x)<~ ) (3.2)
The closed half-space H-=(x I f(x)~CX ) 
Geometrically a set C is convex-if for each pair 
(xl ,x ) of points of C, the linear segment having these two2 
_points for extremities is contained in the set. 
Figure 9. shows some convex and non-convex sets. 
Theorem 3.1.1. A linear convex combination of K points 
xi' is a point defined by 

x = alxl+a2x2+ ••••+apxp 

where ai E: R, ~ 0, and Lai= 1.
a i 
A set C is convex if every -linear convex combination 
of the points of C is also a point of C. Therefore for any P 
Xit C 1 (i=l, ... ,p) 
I 
6) 

- -
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, Ii 
(3.4) 
Proof: The proof is given by induction. According to 
definition, 3.1.5 the theorem is true for p=2. Now, 
assume that the theorem is true for p=k and prove that tt 
is true for p=k+l. If the theorem is true for k then 
set 
- is a point of C by hypothesis and therefore X- isXe 
also a point of C. 
Definition 3.1.6 The convex closure (8) of a set 8 is 
the intersection of all convex sets containing 8. Usually, 
the term convex hull is applied for the convex closure of 
a finite set (xl x2 ••• , xn). Convexity is preserved, , 
under set intersection: 
Theorem 3.1.2 If A and B are convex subsets of Rn, 
. n 
then intersection AOB is also a convex subset of R • 
Proof: Suppose that Xl and X2 are points of AOB, then 
-X X €Aand Xl X2 ~B and the linear segment connecting1, 2 ' , 
Xl and X2 belongs to both A and B because both A and B 
are ass~ed to be convex. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
Definition 3.1.7 Any point, at a finite distance, which 
cannot be represented as 2. linear convex combination with 
- -
non-zero coefficients of two distinct points of a convex 
set C, is called an extremal point" In other words every 
point-vec~or f such that it is impossible to find two 
points Xl and X2 in C satisfying. 
X = a xl +( l-a)x2' 0 <.a <1, aER 
The set of all the extremal points of a convex set 
C is called the profile"d of c. 'Whe~ a non-empty convex 
set C is closed and bounded, classical results of calculus 
state that the linear function AX. possesses a maximum and 
a minimum on C, in other words it attains its least 
upper bound M and its greatest lower bound m for at least 
one value Xl or X2 of X, so that 
ax l = lYI =su;p (ax) 
aX2= m ; inf (ax) 
The equations ax;.M and ax=m represent :from (3.5) 
and C~.6), two supporting hyperplanes to the set C" 
Theopem 3.1,,3 A convex set C in Rn, closed and 
bounded from below (or from above), possesses at least 
one extremal point; every supporting hyperplane to C 
contains at least one extremal point of C. 
Proof: If C is a convex set, Ps a supporting hyperplane 
to C, and T=cnPs' by Theorem .3 .. 1.2, is a convex set then 
every extremal point X of T is also an extremal point of 
C, because if X is not an extremal point of C then 
- -
Illi 
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By definition the equation of Ps is~i=b and 
aXyb 
~X2qb 
-
and since X 	is in P and from (J.7)a •....o 
b=~x=a~Xl+(1-a)aX2 
and therefore ~Xl=~X2=b, which contradicts the hypothesis 
-that X is an extremal point of T. 	 Now, if every closed 
n-l n-land bounded from below convex set e of R possesses 
an extremal point, and if en is a closed and bounded from 
below convex set is Rn , every suppor~ing hyperplane 
I! P to en contains an extremal point of en; it suffices to 
s 
apply the preliminary preceding result to e~ps. en 
possesses at least one extremal point since there exists 
at least one supporting hyperplane to en; the theorem is 
true for N=2 since a closed and bounded from below convex 
set of R is a half-line and obviously possesses at least 
one extremal point. 
, 
Definition 3.1.8 A cone is a convex cone if it is a 
1/ 
I 	 convex set. A convex set spanned by a finite number of 
points is a convex polyhedron, and a convex polyhedral 
ct>ne is a cone generated by a convex polyhedron. 
Theorem 3.1.4 A convex polyhedral cone is the collection 
of all'linear combinations 
.(i ~j Pi I,\j ~o ) 	 (3. g) 
J= 1 
where .Pl, 	p2, • • •• , Pnare fixed points. 
i 
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Clearly thishfulfilled for the constraints in the formal 
statement of any linear programming problem. 
Definition 3.1.2 A .§~.mp!.~ is an n-dimensional convex 
polyhedron having exactly N+l vertices. The boundary of 
the simplex contains simplices of dimension lower than n 
which are called simplicial faces. A simplex of zero 
dimension is a point; of one dimension it is a line; of 
two dimensions it is a triangle and of three demensions 
it is a tetrahedron. 
Theorem 3.1.524 If C is a convex set and Xk is a point 
not is the closure of 0;. (C), there is a hyperplane 
separating Xk from (C). 
Theorem 301.6 If there is a non-empty set S of 
-
vectors (~), the set T of vectors Ysuch that (X,y)
-for every ~3 is a closed convex set. 

Definition 3.1.10 Given that C is a closed convex 

-cone, the set of points Y such that (X,Y)~o for every 
XeC is called the dual space C", and Ct" is a closed convex 

cone. 

Theorem 3.1.2. If C is a closed convex cone and C., is 

its dual, then (C*)~=c. 

24 Most of the proofs that are not given here, 
they can be found in: Marshall, Hall, Jr., Combinatorial 
Theory (Blaisdell, Waltham, Massachusetts, 1967) pp.66-90. 
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Theorem 3.1.8 (Farkas) Let A be an mY~ matrix and suppose 
that Y= (Yl ,···. 'Y~) is a vector such tha.t yv/- = (Y,;J5-o 

for every vector w = (wl' ••• ,w ) such that Awl) o. Then 

n
 
y is of the form y =xA, where x~ o. 

II THE GENERAL LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEiVI 
Linear programming is concerned with the problem of 

minimizing or maximizing a linear function subject to 

constraints on linear functions of the vector variable x • ­
. In any given problem the constraints can be given by linear 
equations, linear inequalities, or a mixture of the two. 
Since Ax=b is equivalent to the two systems AX)b and A;~b, 
it is always possible to express all constraints in a given 
problem as inequality constraints. The general linear pro­
gamming problem can be stated in the following form: 
Linear Program P: 
Max Z= c , x - (3.10) 
subject to 
A x~b (3·11)
and 
x.> - 0 (3·12) 
This linear program has a co~responding dual linear 
program which can be stated as: 
Linear Program D: 
Min Z'= b'y (3.13) 
subject to 
A'y) C (3014 ) 
and 
y)- 0 (3.15) 
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The dual program is constracted from the primal 
by changing the sense of the inequalities, transposing 
the matrix A and interchanging the positions of the 
vectors C and b. 
Some definitions will be given now and the most 
important theorems characterizing the solution to the 
general linear programming problems ~ill be stated, 
without proofs,which can be found in every textbook on 
. . 25llnear programmlng. 
Definition 3.2.1 A feasible solution to a linear 
-program is a vector X which satisfies conditions (3.11) 

and (3.12). 

Definition 3.2.2 A basic feasible solution is a 

feasible solution w.iith no more than m positive Xi if the 

matrix A of (3.11) is a nxm matrix. 

Definition 3.2.3 An optimum feasible solution is a 

feasible solution which also maximizes (3.10) or 

minimized (3.13). 

Theorem 3.2.1 The set of all feasible solutions to the 

linear-programming problem is a convex set, K. 

Theorem 3.2.2 The objective function :C3.lCh} assumes 

its maximum at an extremal point of the convex set K. 

(3.13) assumes it's minimQm at an extremal point of K 
also. If the objective function assumes its minimum at 
more 
25 Especially clear proofs are given by: Gass, I., 
Saul, .Linear prograrnminr,Met..bods and Applicat ions! (McGraw, New Yorle, 1958 PP.["'5-82. 
i I 
- - -
- -
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than one extremal points, t~en it takes on' the same 
value for every convex combination of those particular 
points. 
Theorem 3.~ If a set of K""M vectors al'a2· •• ··,. ak 
can be found that are lin~a:r-ly independent and such that 
-and all Xi).y 0, then the point X=(Xl k2 •••• ,Xk 0, ••• ,0) , '". 
is an extremal point of the convex set of feasible solutions. 
-Theorem 3.2.4 If X is an extreme point of K, then the 
vectors associated with positive XL fonn a linearly in­
dependent set. From this it follows that, at most, M of 
the X; are positive. 
Theorem 3.2.5 Associated with every extreme point of 
K is a set,of M linearly independent vectors from the 
given set al " - ­a2, • • • • ,an.
-Theorem 3.2.6 X is an extremal point of K if and only 
i£ the positive Xj are coefficients of linerly independent 
vectors 8.; in 
Theorem 3.2.7 The linear programs P and D possess 
solutions if and only if both problems are feasible. 
Furthermore, if Zois the maximum value of C'X in program 
P and Z~ is the minimum walue of t'Y in program D, .then 
Z· =Z '. 
o 0 
If either problem has a solution, so does the other 
(theorem of duality). 
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III THE SIMPLEX PROCEDURE 
The simplex procedure is the basic computational 
procedure for finding the optima in linear programming 
problems. Other procedures that have been developed 
are extensions of the simplex method. The simplex 
procedure starts from any basic (ext~emal point) feasible 
,solution and obtains an optlm1..un feasible solution in a 
number of finite steps. These steps or iterations consist 
in finding a new feasible solution whose corresponding 
value of the objective function is more that the value 
of the objective function for the preceding solution. 
The iterations continue until a maximl~solution has been 
reached. According to Theorem ).2.4, all extremal solutions 
have M linearly independent vectors associated with them. 
,Therefore, the search for the optimum linear program 
should be confined to those progra~s that are generated 
by M linearly independent vectors. In other words, only 
the vectices of the convex set K of the constraints 
should be examined. 
The ideas behing the simplex method can be understood 
through a representation of the action of the method in 
)-dimemsional space which can be easily constructed. 
Consider the linear programming problem; 
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(E2 ) a Xl + ~ 21 a22 X2 + a23 X3 b2 
• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(Ep) apI xl + ap2 x2 + ap3 x3 ~ b p 
The geometrical interpretation of the preceding 
inequalities can be given within the three-dimensional 
space .in which xl' x2 and x3 denot~ the coordinates of 
·a point relative to orthogonal axes. Constraint (E ) 
.1 
defines a half-space bounded by the plane 
all xl + x2 + a13 x3 = b 1 a12 

The region consisting of all points that satisfy 

each of the oonstraints (E ), {E2), •••• , (Ep) is an
l 
interseotion of half-spaces. If this region is empty, the 
linear program is inconsistent and has no solution. By 
inconsistent is meant that there is not one single point 
,that satisfies its constraints. A non-empty intersection 
of half-spaces can be a convex polyhedron, polygon, line 
segment, or a point and can also be bounded or unbounded~ 
For geometrical simplification we limit the results of the 
non-empty intersection of half-spaces to the Figure 10. 

Xj 

,. 
f",'8I.lYc 10. COY1.tJ~X' Pol~hec.l;,on Xi 
--;;c--------------------------I 1" 
::1 
ilil 
II 
~ IiI 
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The problem now then is to find the highest extremal 
point of such a convex polyhedron. The highest point is 
not necessarily unique since a whole edge of the polyhedron 
might have the same height. 
The polyhedron consists of faces, edges and 
vertices. Face I in figure 1.0. is part of the plane 
all xl + a l2 x2 '+ a 1) x) = bl 
face 2 is part of the plane 
and so forth. The line segment PQ is an edge and it 
is the intersection of three faces, namely faces 1, 2, 
and ). 
The simplex method gives an efficient algorithm for 
examining the vertices to find the optimum solution. 
·The first step in the simplex method is to find a 
vertex on the polyhedron. This can be done easily if a 
set of K ~P vectors can be found that are linearly in­
dependent since according to the Theorem ).2.), this will 
give an extremal point on the convex polyhedron. Now, 
suppose that the extremal point P'has been found. Then 
according to Figure io the point P is the intersection 
of planes 1, 2, and). The first three inequalities 
tEl)' (E2 ) and (E), therefore, determine this point. 
The second step is to find the intersection of planes 
1 and 2, then. move from P along this edge and determine 
fJilTWD STATE UNIVERSItY tlBIAIY 
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whether the value of the objective function is increasing 
or decreasing. The same procedure is carried out for planes 
2 and J and also for planes 3 and 1. If no increase 
of the value of the objective function occurs, then P is 
a maximizing point for the linear program. 
The third step is to follow along an edge which 
increases the value of the objective function, which 
in Figure 10. is the edge defined by planes 2 and 3 l and 
terminate at the extremal point s. 
At the extremal point S the three steps are repeated 
and this leads to another vertex which increases the 
value of the objective function, in this case it is 
vertex U. Then from U the procedure leads to vertex W 
which gives the maximwn value to the objective function, 
and thus solves the problem. These geometrical instructions 
are translated into arithmetical action procedures in the 
example that follows. 
---~~ 
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A simple machine loadtr~ model for clarification and 
quallfactlon ot' the simp1 ex method in the primal and. ::'.t 
dual of linear programniJ:1.g. 
~Dua.l xl }Iaximize x2 Capacities (hours) 
. . 
WI 3 2 ~ 12=b1 
. W2 5 0 ~ 10=b2 
-
Criterion 
($) 
W 
C1 =1 
. 
W 
C2=~ 
Solution 
$3-50 
Solutions: 
Primal Dual 
l2vl1+l0~t =13.50. 
. 2 
x =21 
HaxiI!l.ize: z=lx.+ix2 

.subject to: 

3Xl+2x2~ 12 

5xl ~lO 

xl ,x2 ~O 

(1) .set up problem in standard form by removing all 

inequalities 

Eo: z-x1-tX2 :0 

E2! 3xl+2x2+x3 =12 

E3: +x4=10
5x1 

.Cri terion: Are coefficients of the Eo neg.? Yes. 

(2) Determine BPS BV'S=~X3'XL~g2,lO~ NEV's= 

[Xl'x~ =[0, O~ 

(3) Determine entering variable by selecting the 

column 't'Tith most negative "shado't'l price", z-c in objective 

function. 

That is: xl 

(4) Determtne leaving variable by selecting the row 

that becomes the IIbottleneck" restriction as the entering 

variable is increased 

Increase i1'l xl 
. r,: X3=12-3Xl-2~~ 
2"-x4=lO- 5Xl 
• 
• 
• The leavtI'l...g variable is x4 
! I 
• • 
I 
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- (5) Determine the new improved solution by solving 
equations u~il'lg the J-ct method. 
, 
1/5x =2E =E +1/5f2: Z -'~"'" 
o 0 	 2~2 4
El 
, 
=El -315£2: 	 2x2 
+y.
-J/5X4 =6J 
+ x4 =10E2=E
.2 
: 5x1 
Cri terion: 	All z- c)-o ? I No. 
(2) Determine BPS B~' s=:{xl 'X3~ =: [2 ,6! 11Bk't s= 
[x2 ,x4) =to,01 
(3) 	 Determine entering variable 

that is: x2 

(it) Determine leavipg variable 
--xJ=:6+315x4-2x2" 
Xl=2- X4/5 
• The '(a.YiY\~ 	 vo..ria..bl~ is X3 . 
(5) -Determine the ne~-r improlted solution by solving 
equations 
(I 1 r> I ~X":l+l/20X:::3. 50Eo =E +~1 	:2 
-4.. ..l 
" ~' 	 2x2 + x3 -JI5x4=6E, =..:.., 
II I 	 t- X4=lOEL=E~ 
Citerion: All z-c non-negative? Yes. 

• 
optimQ~ solution is reached

• 
z=J.50 
•
• • 
• • 
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Graphical solution 
.2 
The dual 
o : Set of all 8FS 
@): Optimum 
5 4 , Xl 
subject to: 
3Wl+5w2 ~l 
2w #~l 
wI ,w ~O 
2 
This problem 1s equivalent to the follov;ing standard form 
(max and~) 
Maximize -z'=m1nimlze z' 
• 
z'+12w +lOw =0 
1 2 
- 3rl - 5v12(.-11- ~ 
-2'V11 ~-f 
• • 
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(1) Introduce slack variables to convert inequalities 
to equalities and artificial variables to eliminate the 
., 
non-positive bi(s) • 
• 
z+121'T1+10'N	 =02 

3w1 + 5W2-l'T3 +w5 =1 

2w1 -1'14 'H;6=~ 
(2) NOll, the artificia:' variables have to be driven 
t.o zero. Therefore a dUI!UllY (or secondary) objective function 
is 	introduced 
f'ii1r! t<T=r(artlficlal variables) 
(3 )Phase I 
Before we proceed ~Tl th the simplex we have to eliminate 
the 	:BY's ~T5 w6 from the objective function •. 
• • • He are goi ng to have 
Eo : W+~TS+"N"6=0 
J 
Eo: Eo-E1 :~T-3'VT1-Sl'T2H13+VT6=-1 
II I 
Eo: Eo-E2 :""1-SW1-5V12+l13Hll~=-l. S 
• 
• 
• The simplex method in phase I ce.n begin with the equivalent 
form of the L. P model 
Eo :w-5W1-Sl'12+vT3HI4 =-1.5 
El: 3lT +S?,72-W3 +~15 =11 
-H4 	 +w6 =!2w1 
• Min• • 
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In1tial BFS W'l=O 
w =02 NBVS 
WJ=O 
W4=0 
Step 1 Deterrntne entering val ictble: WI 
Step 2 Determine leaving variable: w6 
W5=1-JUl-5w2+WJ-W5 l/J 
leaving-4--":ri6=~-2wl+~14-'t>r6 1/4 
Step J Determine new BPS 
E~=Eo-t(5/2)32 :~., - 5W2+~!'J-J/2·t'll:. +.5/2lT6=-. 25 
Ei=El -P/2)E2 : 15/3~i2-N3+J/2H4H15-3/2W6= .25 
E~=E2 

step 4 Inspect Eo for optimality-It can be improved 
Cycle 	2 (2nd iter'th'Wl ) 
step 1: Determine net'T entering variable : H2 
Step 2: Determina nel'l leaving varlable : W5 
increase in l'12 1/20 
Step J: Determine ne~ BFS 
=0 
5W2-W3+J~2H4+H5-J/2H6'!:·25 
2wl 	 -1'14 +W6=.50 
Step 4: Check for optimality. 
n
-Since all coerf. of E are non-negattve the 
o 
.solution 1s optimal. 
--Furthermore since min (i'l)=O there is a BFS for 
Phase II (since H,.=O,H =0) 
. :.:> 6
• • 
••• 
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Phase II 
Now we return.to our original objective function 
(we drop the artificial v's) 
Eo' Z+12w1+10w2=0 
To evaluate it for optimality we must eliminate all Bv's 
(w1 and w2 ) from Eo • 
• 
E~=EO+6E2:Z +10w2 +6w4 =+3 
EIt=E +2E1 :Z +2w +3w =+3.50 o 0 3 14­
We notice that the objective function has non-negative 
coeffecients ••• the solution is optimal 
w =.25 
1 
Z'=3·50 
Graphical solution • 
•w~
., 
." " 
.S 
. ".1 
" .. 
.... -." ,.. . -
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The dual variables are of great significance for the model. 
The dual variables provide evaluators for changes in 
capacitie~ in the primal problem • 
••• w = $.25 means that a one hour increase in the value1 
of b1 (=12) hours of capacity on the first machine will 
increase profits by $.25. 
and w = $.05 means th~t a one h6ur alteration in capacity
2 
for b (=10) will add $.05 to total profit.2 
~, •• If we compare the two machines the first machine 
is to be preferred to the second when optimization is the 
objective. 
Solution to the Input-Output Problem. The Input-Output 
problem given in page 26 can' be considerably simplified (Gavin, 
refered to in page 26, shows all the necesary calculation) and 
for 
o 0 000 
x4=20 ,x =42 ,x6=6 ,x =84 ,x8=6 ,P=l ,.9L~05 7
we have 
Max z=x, 
Subject to the constraints given below. 
841.4xl-x2+1.2x3+x4+3x5+2x6+x7 

-X3+3X4+6x5+2x6 +x8 = 6 

= 20 
= 42 
X3 x6 = 6 
16x121X2+15x3+75X4+180X +8x = 1940 
. 5 6 
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optimum production program is: 
Automobile production = 24 unitsxl _. 
Tool production = 6 units= x3 
Automobile capacity = 4 units= x4 
Storage of Steel = x = 39.2 units 
7 
Steel capacity = x = 42 units10 
People work force = = 1,166 units.x12 
CHAP'I'ER I V 
DECISION-r~AKING UNDER RISK AND UNCERTAIN'IY 
INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the interact.ion bet",een the linear 
progra~:J.ing model on the one hand and the deciSion making 
under risl,: and uncertainty on t'be other is analyzed and 
some aspects of the intro~uction of error into a linear 
programming mod_e1 are as;)ertained. The difficulties arising 
in formulating a risk progrl:ll!1ming model and the possibil1 ties 
of deriving a deterministic· eq~ivalent prob1e~ are analyzed. 
In a sense th&s cha.pter unifies d1fferentlTie'Vlpoints under­
lining the foundation of linear programming under risk and un­
certainty. 
26According to Knight there exists an operational 
distinotion between the concepts of risk and uncertainty, 
both of which describe a different degree of lack of know­
ledge. His approach issues from the frequency approach to 
probability. Ee defines ~ by a model which is characterized 
26 
Van Hoeseke, Paul, "Stochastic Linear Programming" 
Yale Economic Essays, Vol. 5., No.1. (Spring 19650 pp.197-199 
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by the ~{no""Tledge of the entire probe.hili ty distribution of 
the different outcomes, i'Thether the data are subjective or 
objective;. uncertainty by a model which 1s characterized by the 
lack of knowledge about the probability distribution 
of its different outcomes. Basically, under his definition 
of uncertainty, the decision-maker is forced., in effect, to 
gamble. Both of these vE'strictive d.~finttions have been 
relaxed through the years end in some ca.ses they are used 
26interchangeably. In linear programming, these terms are 
used in a specialized man~er and they usually modify the word 
progral1nning. 
I. 	 ELEHE~TS OF' UTILITY THEORY 
27 
A decision is an evalu..t:ttion of the merits of a 
number of alternatives, A, E, C and the selection of one of 
them. According to this theory a decision-maker behaves 
as though he places some numerical utility. on each certain 
outcome and then acts i'11 th the objective of choosil1g the 
probability distribution which exhibits the maxlmum mathematical 
expected utility. Decision-making· is tlilderlined by hTO 
assumptions. One deals vIi th compa.rabilt ty (the decision 
26Van Noeseke, Paul, "Stochastic Linear Programming"
Yale Economic Sssazs, Vol., 5, No.1. (Spring 1965) Pp. 197-199 
27 
Hr. R. ~.!. T'lorell gives some lexicographic history of 
the l'Tord and. concludes that the 'fI.lord IIchotce" could be used 
synonymously with decision. See: Horell, ;'1. Robert. Managerial 
Decision-!':akins. (Bruce Publishing Co., i'<rtlwaukee t 1960) pp. 5=11. 
; 
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maker prefers either A to B or B to A or he is indifferent 
between them) and the other with transitivity (If A is 
preferred to Band B to C, then A is preferred to C as well; 
the same happens for indifference). When these hIO assumptions 
are satisfied the decision maker is able to rank these alter­
natives according to decreasing preference. This implies 
that a preference or "tltility function F exists such that F(A» 
F{B) when A is preferred to Band F(A) = F{B) when there is 
29indifference. Then the decision maker's objective may be 
described by saying that he maximizes F over the set of alter­
natives available to him. 
Usually the decision-maker Ullder conditions of uncertainty 
selects a probability distri"biltion from a givan set of such 
distributions. Any rat:ionaldecision-ma1,;;:er \'7ill, by mere 
definition of rationality, select the "best!! one fr-om the 
given distributions. Therefore, his prefer-ence orderings ~'fill 
be our sets of probability distributions: 
fl{x)' •••••• ,f (x).
n 
where: 
~fn(xi)=l for all n. 
l 
For any given x , f(x ) signifies the probability that p p 
xP will occur and is called the p'r2s~e£t p of the set of 
29nebreu, G., "Reoresentation of a Preference Ordering 

by a Numerical Functioh,rr in Decision Processes, edited by Thall, 

R. U. (John Hiley and Sons, N~w York, 1954) Chapter XI. 
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elements of prospects • 
•••• f(x ).f(Xl),f(XZ), •••• ,f(X ) ••••• 
o p 
The preference ordering over the set of prospects can 
be represented by a utility fUnctional u(f) in the following 
manner: 
u(f i »u(f j )~fY fj 
and 	u(f) can be written 
U(f):U( ••••• f(X ),f(Xl }·f(X2 '···,f(Xp '; •• }O
There are three axioms which govern the ordering method: 
AXiom ~.:To any prospect f(x) in the set there correspol1ds 
a certainty equivalent Je,( (l,x)'Vf(x». 
Axiom' 2: If x is defined over the domain O~x~g and if 
the assumption is that the onl~' two pos.'3ible outcomes are: 
g wi th probab1li ty p 
o with probability l-p 
Then the prospect is binary and is given by (p,g). Now, 
from Axiom 1 all such prospects have certainty equivalents; 1.e. 
for any p, there exists a number x ' such thatp 
(1 • xp )--v( p , g ) • 
As p increases from 0 to 1, x will be increased from 0 p 
to g. 
The best description of a prospect can be given by 
stat ing that the aHards 0,1, .••. , r •••• ,g can be "TOn loli th the 
probabilities f(a), ••• ,f(r), ••. ,f{g) respectively. 
Now, if the award r is replaced by its equivalent binary 
prospect (p ,e), it will give a modified prospect f(r){x}, 
. 	 r 
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where there is no award equal to r. then it can be seen that 
f r (O)=f{O)+f{r)(l-p ) 
(r) r 
f (l)=f(l) 
f(r)(2)=f(2) 
• • • • f • • • • 
... . ... . . 
(r) . 
f (g)=f(~)+f{r)p 
r 
A rational decislon-rrla!{er 'N'il1 be indifferent if 
his prospect is modified in this 't·lay.or not. since (l.r' (p ,8').r . 
Therefore the following axiom can be stated: 
(r)··~~Axiom 2: f ()x and f (X)' have the same certainty 
equivalent. 
No~.j' if this axiom 1s applied to all the a...,.;ards except 
the boundary 0 and g, then the result will be a prospect of the 
type (p,g). which has the same certainty equivalent as the 
original prospect f(x). P js given by: 
p=Pl f(1)+P2 f (2)+ •••• -Pg_lf(g-1)+f(g) 
This is true because of Axiom 2 according to which 
Therefore f p can be written 
'J 
p :::.I Px f<x) 
X=o 
From the above function a complete preference ordering 
over the set of prospecto f(x) can be obtained. For any given 
arbitrary propects d(x) and hex) the corre~ponding prospects 
(p .g) and (p ,g) and their certainty equivalents can be 
.d h 
con:.puted;. and d(x) is preferred to hex) if and only if p~p • 
. d h 
Then a utility junction can be defined over the preference 
I 
- -
('4 
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order1ng as 
!f\ 

u(f(x) )=p == \ 

d: L Pxf(x) 
I I)(:.o 
or 	 I . I 
I• I .
u(f(x»)= u{x)f{x) where:px=u(x). 	 · I I . f 	
· 
X:.g 	 · I 
and this formula is called the E~e£ted ~tl11tz RYEoth~sis~ 
II •. CHAR.ACTERIZATION OF DECISION PROCESS 
Decision Processes have a vertical escalatIon and B 
horizontal classification. Vertically the decision processes 
fall into the follovring categorles: 
1. ~trateslc decisions:. 'These are either Ions term 
decisions saddled with multiple objectives or short-term 
pol1.cy decisions pertaining. to one objective. 30 
2. Jactlcal dec~~l2!!.£: These are the means by 'N'hich 
strategy is implemented for achievew.!nt of. the objective. 31 
.,
.J. Operational decisi0ns: These are the detailed day 
by day period. by perl.cd decisions i'lhich implement the decldad 
tactics of the organization. 
Horizonta1ly the classification of decision processes 
depends on the amount of information available for assessment 
of the Hstate of things'~ and decision-making. The 
30 . 
Debreu G., "Representation of a Preference Ordering 
by a numerical Function," in Decision Processes. edited by 
Thall. R. U. (John '..filey and Sons. New York, 1954) Chapter XI. 
3lstarr, K. Hartin, Pr~duction }1~na>eIlentf Systems and 
Synt'!1esls, (Prentice-Hall, Inc., Engle'4'!od Cliffs, N. J., 
1964) pp.l-10. 
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chart bel'Yil shows the infor:m.atl.on spectrum. and the relative 
32 
classification of deci sloli-making. 
Info!'matiol1 
wi th knmm probabilities 
Full information of occurrence No information 
l-J 
Decision processes DeCision processes Dec1sions processes 
under certainty under risk under uncertainty 
. In Operation Research parlance the three divisions are 
usually referred to as: deterministic, stochastic and necision­
making under uncertainty. Of course, in reality there is no 
clear-cut division. Problems tend to appear at. any point in 
the inforlT'.ation spectru,l1, but the re.tlonal approach to decision-
making recognizes the necessity of approxi~ation and therefore 
the decision-making problems could be truncated to the closest 
one of the three main P0111tS. 
In engineering, the decision-making processes follow 
the horizontal classification but fail to identify with the 
vertical one. The engil1eers in de·cision theory emphasize more 
the nature of the data froDl whlch they have to make decisions, 
33
and consequently they hcl.'ve the following claSSifications. 
32 
For an extensive coverage of these topics see; Bierma.n 
et •.s.l. ,Quant1ta~tve Anal~sis f!2.! Busi¥ess Decisions, (Richard.
D. Irw-in, Inc., Homewood, Illin01s, 19;;;5) 
331'h8 engineering point of view on decis~.on theory is 
clearly expressed by George R. Cooper, in Chapter 24 of Hachol 
E. Robert (ed.) Systems Ensinee,r1ns E.andb~, (r"icGraw-Hill Book 
Co. ,Inc. ,1965) 
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45 w: 
1. A single selection is made froru a finite number 
of alterrlatives (presence of discreet elata) 
2. A single value is chosen from a continuous 
range of possible values (presence of continuous data). 
3. Both the above operations are performed. 
The decision processes are usually characterized by high 
sensitivity; that ls, vu:'..nerabllity to small changes in the 
controlling variables, conflicts bet\,leen total system objective 
optimlzation and suboptimization; that is, as attempt to opti­
mi ze tactical decisions ""1i th Ii t tIe or 110 regard for the overall 
strategic decision situation, and the presence of ;ntangible 
factors l1hich are not quantified for inclusion in the decision 
model, i.e. public relations, personnel gratification etc. 
Further, the decision processes are obstructed by problems of 
data collection, lack of classificatory systems and lack of 
sequential system control. 
In order to delineate the problems of decision-making 
and expedite solution, abstractions from the full detail of 
reallty are made to reason out, in advance, the contingencies 
that might be encountered and. thereby secure an opportunity 
for choosing rational decision rules to subsequent actions. 34 
The decision-nal\:ing proces steps through the follovring pro­
cedures. 
34Riggs, L. J. £2. cit. p. 13. 
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1. 	 Recognition of the existence of a problem. 
2. 	 Definition of the proble~. 
3. 	 Collection of all relevant informational and structural 
data. 
4. 	 Formulation of an appropriate model. 
5. 	 SiI!lulation. 
6. 	 Evaluation of the model. 
7. 	 Decision-making through the model. 
8. 	 Decision implementation and acceptance of feed.­
back for modificatIon of the m.odel. 35 
The quanti tative methods vlhich engulf the above procedure 
are mainly statistical and operattons research oriented. They 
fall into three classes. 
1. 	 Classical statistics techniques. 
2. 	 Bayesian statistics. 
J. 	 Operations research. 
The first two classes of the quantitative methods are 
mainly enployed in the micro-operational decision area. 
Operations research spans the two fields of Itmicro" and "macro" 
operations within the operations research field: linear 
progra~ming is the most advanced teqnique in reference to 
applications for decision-rnakir~. 
35 
Alternative sets of procedures are given in some parts
of the literature. See: 't<~olsom, E., Harion, Executive . 
Decision i':al(in~f (J!cGraw-5ill Book Co ... Inc., New York. 1962) p. 4 
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III. SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY nr THE J.~ODEL D..A.TA 
Uncerte.lnty IT!lpinges 0::1 thr;; model from errors in the 
data base which are expressions of either model imperfection 
end inCo5pleteness of description or numerical failures in 
establishing the data ba,se. Osker MOrgenstern36 gives the 
follovl1ng main sources of errors due to model im,perfectlon and 
incompleteness of description. 
1. Lack _of d~:~l~ned experiments: !'!ost of the data for 
mathema tical models ,9,re darived from expt;r!ments that their 
main emphasis is not the preservation of aec11.ra.cy as mu.ch as 
the approximate representation of a real-life system. 
2. Informat~.2nw.r~..1'.£1rl,;~.i Data accumulated from variou.s 
statistical sources which depend on their 8.CC~ly'acy on the 
openress and truthfullness of a hW3an source suffer from 
evasive anSNers and, deliberate lies due to the fact that the 
human source of infornatlon suspects that in some way data vlill 
be usel against him. 
3. Untrained data collectors: ~he accumulation of data 
is scmetl!'!1es the responsibi11 ty of indiYiduals "Thich are 
not scientlftca11y trained. Even trained personel1 most of 
the time bias the data by their preference for certain sort of 
data and their dislike for others. 
36~orgenstern, Oskar, On the Acnuracv of Economic 
ObservattO!1S, (Princeton tT!1i~:Si ty PresS;-Pr1nceton, 'Nc;'; 
Jersey, 1963) pp. 13-61. 
'4. Errors f~~s:ionna1res: There are two obstacles 
to the method of questionnaires for data gathering. One is 
the preparat10n of the questionnaires in a manner that will 
insure a sound data basis for the objective of the model, and 
second the ans~Tering of the questionna1,re depends very much 
on the emotional prejudices of the person fillir..g the form. 
5. Nass ob8erv'~tl:2E: In big organizations a large 
mass of data lsaccumulated and usually it is aggregated 
through various statistical processes. The successive processtng 
of data may cUIl11,llatc the errors w1th ,no 8U9rantee of cancellation. 
6. Lack of classification or misclasslficatlon: Due 
to improper or incomplete classiflc8tion of the data, the whole 
dat~ basis is su:'jec.t to serious lntroductioll of errors especially 
when the data is aggragated. 
7. Errors of In.strt't"~ents: Instrenents are usually 
calibrated for acc·:J,rac.r w1 thin certain Intervals. If the 
original data. readings have already the element of error in them, 
then processins conpounds the errOl' 'liTt thout the benefit of 
cancellation. 
8.' The factor of time: If data is accumulated at 
different intervals of time 11'1 th variable interval length 
then the process of interpolation necessary to complete the 
data basls brings its own seed of an error agravated situation 
The above classifications cover more or less in general 
the sources of error that can be introduced into a mathematical 
model before even the actual computation takes place. Every 
I 
I 
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mathematical model carries its m~. built-in tendency to 
negate its purpose due to the above mentioned general sources 
and the sources of error peculiar to the individual models. 
The linear programming model does not escape this tendency. 
IV. ERRORS AND STABILITY IN I,INEAR PROGRAlVIMING 
The basic assumption underlying thEl linear programming 
theory is the assumption of perfect knowledge abOl..tt the 
parameters of the linear programming model. As it vias seen 
~n the previous section this could prove to be an unrealistic 
assumption. The linea.r programming model has been used in 
diverse applications with considerable success, and has effected 
enormous savings in economic planning, it is nevertheless true 
that proportionally only a very small higher percentage of 
savings was achieved over more conventional forms of planning 
and optimization. Very small errors or fluctuations in the 
data could very easily eliminate the relative advantage of 
linear programming over cruder methods. This fact can be 
demonstrated by the following linear programming problem,37 
. Maximize z=15Xl+30x2-2x4+50x5 
37The .proofs are found in: Hanson, M.A. "Errors and 
Stochastic Variations in Linear Programming,·t The Australian 
Journal of Statistics, Vol.2, no.2 (August 1960),p.45. 
t, : 
subject to 
3Xl+7x2+X3-3x4 =10 
-20Xl-2x2-6x3+2lX4+3xS :13 
4Xl+17x2+X3-4xL~+11X5 =7 
The solution of this linear program is: 
Xl=64'X2=0,x3=19.A4=67'X5=0 
and the required maximum value is i52S. 
Now. if each coefficient a1j is liable to error with 
a coefficient of variation of 2,"£ and the l11:ear program. is 
solved using expected values for the parameters then the 
solution w1ll be as follows. 
E(xl )=97,E(X2):20,E(X )=100,E(x4)=03 
and the expected maximum value E(z) is increased to 2315. 
It 1s noted. that a 2% variation 1n eu('.h of the coeff1cients 
produces . considerable cha.nses in the basi c ve.rlables and 
an increase of nearly 50% in the maxlmuJn value. The fact. 
1s of course that the stability of the solution depends very I
• I 
much on the structure of the matrix of tho coefficients. There 
1s no reason. hOY-iever. in practice. to suppose that a l1near 
program must be better conditioned or \'V'orse conditioned tha.t 
the example above. 
The standard deViations of the basic variables were COID­
puted to be 
s(xl )=47 
s(x2 )=3l 
b (x )=1~73 
This' example brings into focus the necesity for analysis 
II 
I' ! 
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of the sensitivity of an optirrAl solution vrith changes in 
the parameters of the model. 
Another reason for study of the sensitivity of the 
solution is that frequentlyinpractical applications the vectors 
-b or c of the linear progra~~ing progran are not constant 
but random variables and the affects of specific assumptions 
about the probability distribut10n of the elements of the 
model in setting confidence intervals for the optimal solution 
have to be studied. In addition. there is a need for study1ng 
the appropriate safety :marg1ns vThen small violations of the 
constraints are allowed. 
All the above reasons make 1t imperative for r1sk to be 
introduced into the linear programm1ng model. 
The· introduction of risk lnto the !!lodel br1ngs the 
utility funct10nal and the formal statistical decis10n theory 
in d1rect relat10nship \,li th l1near programT11ng. 
Hany thumb-rule methods 'Nere devIsed in the past to take 
care of stochastic1ty in the elements of the linear programming 
models. especially in applications 1nvolving scheduli~~. The 
standard technique for the reductlon of the effect of probal1stic 
or chance events has been the provid1ng of plenty of fat in the 
system. For example. v.lear-out rates. consu,,"l1pt1on rates. 
attrition rates have been planned en the high side. alwa.ys 
above the actual data with the hope that they would be used 
as !'shoc1;: absorbers ~ 'Nhich would permi t the syste:a to operate 
in spite of unforeseen events. 
i I 
, I 
I 

, i 

, I 
I 
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The concept of mathematical expectation was also 
introduced, especially in the objectiv~ functicn of the 
model, where the randomization of the coefficient vector c 
made the optimization of zmeaningless. This is a tempting 
short-cut method which drops the probability alternatives 
of utility altogether and puts the random deviations at their 
expectation values or at their most probable values. J8 This 
short-cut is permissable, in the sense that decision maker 
assumes that the law of lnrge numbers is in operation and 
all the information he needs concentrates in the expected 
value of distribution. Most of the probabilistic models 
developed, consistently employ the expected value of the 
objective function as the goal criterion. 39 Moreover, if Z is 
a linear function and the objective of the model is to optimize 
(min. or max.) the expected value of Z,E(Z), then E(Z) is a 
function of the random vector c and the decision variables x 
is not necessarily linear in x, and this gives rise to 
non-linear deterministic programming problems.40 There are many 
other problems associated with the solution of stochastic 
progra~~ing problems and some of them will be illustrated in 
the later chapters. 
38Naslund, B., and A. Whinston, itA Model of l\1ulti-period 
Investment Under Uncertainty", ~1anage.rne.nt Sc ience, Vol.8 (1962) 
p. 184. 
39Madansky A. "Linear Programming Under Uncertainty" in 
Recent Advances in Linear Programming. Wolfe {ed.),1960,pp. 
103-110. 
40
Freund, R.J. "The Introduction of Risk into a Program­
ming Model", Econometrica, Vol~ 24 (1956) p. 255~ 
C1;iAPTER V 
STOCHASTIC LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
INTRODUCTION 
A linear programming problem is said to be stochastic, 

if one or more of the coefficients in the objective junction 

or the system of constraints or availabilities is known only 
. by its probability distribution. The first who suggested the 
name and an appropriate method of solution for a subset of 
the general stochastic problem was Tintner.4l Babbar42, with 
the help of Tintner, did some·fundamental werk on the 
distributions of the solution of a set of linear equations, 
when the coefficients are subject to ranrlom errors. 
A distinction is generally drawn between two different 
approaches to stochastic linear programI:1ing~ The passive 
(also termed "wait and see" approach) and the active (also 
. termed "here and now'" approach). In this chapter the two 
approaches will be presented and ·som,=! theo:r.ens pertaining to 
4lTintner, G., "Stochastic Linear Programming with 

Applications to Agricultural Economics", in H. A. Antosiewics, 

edo Second S posium on Linear Pro ramming (Bureau of 

Standard8, Washington, 1955 pp- 197-227­
I 
. !j.2Babbar, M., M. g "Distributions of solutions of a set \ 
of Linear equa.tion"s·.', Journal of the American Statistical 
Association., vol., 50 {1955J pp. 854-869. I 
\ 
'i 
the dual problem of stochastic linear programming will be 
given. Lately, several results were found connecting the 
two approaches of stochastic linear programming. These results 
extend the theoretical foundations of stochastic linear pro­
gramming but they have no applicability to real-world problem~. 
I. PASSIVE STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING 
Let A = (aij) be an mxn matrix, let 
Xl
X2 
•
X = • 
,xnl 
be an n-dimensional column vector, let .1 i 
, t 
blb2 
• 
b = • 
• 
bm 
be an m-dim~nr;::ional column vector and let 
cl . 
c2 
•
-c = • 
• 
cn 
be an n-dimentional column vector. Then the 
deterministic linear programming modp.l can be stated as 
maximize z = c x 
subject to 
! 
! 
II 
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(5.2) 
and 
where the accent indicates transposition of the vector. The 
inequalities (5.2) can be transformed into equalities according 
to the results of Chapter III. Let the vector of the slack 
variables be denoted by s = Isl, •••• 'smI' then the new vector 
is formed denoted by 
y = (i,s) (5.4) 
and the new ma.trix of the coefficients 
B = [AIr] 
where I is the unit matrix of order m. Also, in order to 
carryover the variable transformation to the objective 
function (5.1) a new vector is formed having ntm elements 
where -0 is a 
d = (0",0) 
vector having m zero components. Now, 
(5.6) 
the 
maximization problem can be stated as follows: 
Maximize G = d.y 
subject to 
By - b (5.8) 
and 
The problem has to be solved for the variables y, and 
numerically this can be done very efficiently with the simplex 
method of Chapter III. However, for purposes of the analysis 
another method will be used, which though it is less rapid in 
1'1 
I 
I 
I 
iii 
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giving the solution, illustrates better the 'stochastic 
problem. The method is called the method of selections43 • 
Let r be the rank of the matrix A. Then r elements 
of the vectors y and d and r columns corresponding to the 
matrix B can be selected. This selection has to be affected 
by all the possible combinations. The total number of 
selections is K =(~)= r.! • In other words the number 
(n-r)lrl 
of selections is the number of combinations of n elements 
taken r at a time. Let y(k)be a fixed selection of the 
eiements of the vector y, d(k)the corresponding choice of 
the elements of the vector d and B(k)the corresponding 
selection of the columns of the matrix B. Then r linear 
equations can be obtained from the elements of the vector 
":"(k)y: 
(k) -{,,; ­
B .y =b (S·lO) 
The solution of the system (S.lO) can be obtained by in­
verting the matrix B(k). Therefore: 
y(k) = (B(k»)-l.b (S.ll) 
Now, the sol~tions given by (S.ll) will constitute a 
feasible set ,if all the components of the vector y(k)are 
t . 44 non-nega lve • Therefore for all feasible solutions the 
43norfman, R., A~plications of Line~r Programming to 
j;he Theory of the Firm, (Berkeley, California, 19S1) p. 31. 
44nantzig, G. B., ttMaxim.izatlon of a linear junction 
of variable subject to linear j_nequali ties" in T. C. Koopmans 
edt Actioity A~alysis of Production and Allocation, (John 
Wiley & Sons, New York. 19S1) p. 340. 
! ! ! II 
,"03 
following shows the effect on the objective junction 
G ( k ) = (d ( k 9I • Y ( k ) ( 5 • 12 ) 
which is the net gain for the selection K. From this' set of 
feasible solution G(k),s the greatest can be found. This 
greatest G(k)is the solution to the maximization problem 
and is denoted by 
n_.=max G(k) (k-l , .....k)X (5·13) 
Up to the present time the formulation has been 
deterministic. Now the concept of risk can be introduced 
into-the model by assuming that all the elements of '0, band 
A are random variables subject to probability distributions. 
A further assumption is that they are independently distri­
buted with probability density functions given by, say 
-f- (a i j ), L (b J and 10. (c j ) (5.12 ) 
jaij Jbi }C J 
Hence there variables have a joint probabiiity density 
function given by 
(a-.);,(
l.J bl..=B B ~ aiji:=l i=l 
or 
having as domain the product parameter space 
mxn+m+n 
s = (5.14) 
Where Ri represents the real line as defined in 
Chapter II, and the W are the parameters fixing the formt 
of the function. Therefore, the totality of the elements 
of A, b, c and of the possible variations given by the 
probability function (5.13) are found within S. In a de­
terministic linear program the parametric space S is reduced 
to a single point due to thedefinit~ons given in Chapter II 
for linear spaces. The feasibility' conditi.on of y(k)~ 0 
(k=l, ••• ,k) will give a region Sk in S, in which this con­
dition is satisfied. The set of regions Sl' S2' ••• ,Sk is 
called the set of feasible regions and by overlapping of 
its elements a system of subregions in S is formed. 
Let Tk be the set in S for which condition (5.13) is 
satisfied. This is the region in which the selection K is 
greatest than the other selections and the objective function 
. . 
attains its maximum. But C(k) is not necessarily feasible 
in the region Tke Therefore for the solution to be feasible 
and optimum it has to belong to both sets Sk and Tk • The 
introducti.on of the set Uk = Sk(l Tk allows the optimality 
and feasibility conditions to be met. The set Uk being the 
intersection of the sets Sk and Tk is characterized by the 
following properties: in Uk' the selection k is possible 
(y(k),.> 0) and also the objective function G(k) is maximum. 
Now, if G~* is the best linear function at a given point in 
S and if the elements of the vectors b{k) and c(k) and of 
the matrix A'(It) are part of the set Uk then GS:~! = G(ld 
i 
I 
: 
! 
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(k=l, ••• ,k). G!lElf then is a function of the elements of the 
-I 
vectors and of the matrix 
: 
iG*x = G{k) (A(k), b(k). c(k» 
I 
But the elements of the vectors and of the matrix are I 
random variables with a joint probability density function 
given by (5.13) and G~~ is a function of these random variables 
according to (5.15). therefore G*~ itself is a random uariable. 
It is possible to derive the probability distribution 
of GK~ either through analytical means or through numerical 
sImulation means. Suppose that a set- of variates drawn from 
the probability distributions for the random elements in 
A, band c is substituted for stochastic parameters in the 
problem. If the resulting nostochastic components are denoted 
by A, band c then the value of the objective function in the 
solution to.the associated deterministic linear programming 
~problem G is a variate from the probability distribution 
By repeating this procedure 
through Monte Carlo randomization methods the distribution ~ 
can be approximated. Now it becomes clear why this is called 
the "wait and see" or passive approach of stochastic linear 
programming. 
This numerical method llsed in approximating ~ (Gxx;wl' 
WZ, •••• ,Wt) involves the solution of a number of deterministic 
Johnson. S. R. et.al. "Stochastic Linear Programming 
and Feasibility Problems in Io'arm Growth Analysis", Journal 
of Farm Economics, vol. 49 (1967) p. 911. 
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linear programming problems, with observed values sUbstituted 
for the random vari.ables. The sets of random variables are 
supposed to be obtained from any given or assumed probability 
distributions. If the probability distributions associated 
with the risky coefficients in the stochastic program are 
normal, the methods for obtaining the necessary sets of 
random variates is simple and well· known~O Recently a paper 
was published giving an algorithm for generation of random 
variates from any given probability distribution51 • This 
algorithm is extremely efficient in con.l1ection .w1tha 
fast algorithm for the solution of the general deterministic 
linear programming given in Llewellyn 52. These two 
algorithms together could give the distribution of the 
objective function of any linear stochastic problem to any 
desired accuracy, subject to the computer precision capability 
and the degree of interpolation and the number of points used 
for estimating the transfcrmation function of the random 
deviates according to the Theory given by Mood53 • 
50For excellent practical algorithms see: Naylor, 
T. H., et.al." Computer Simulation Technigues, (John Wiley & 
Sons, New York, 1966T pp. 68-121. 
51Butler, L., E., "General' Random Number Generator", 
Qommunications of the ACrvr, vol. 13, no. 1, (Jan. 1970) pp. 49-52. 
52This algorithm is based on the MINIT method given by 
Llewellyn, R., \'I. Linear pro~ramming (Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, New York, August 19 6) pp. 207-218. 
53MoOd, A. M. Introduction to the Theory of Statistics, 
(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1950) pp. 107-108. 
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. The derivation of the probability function of aU 
analytically is a very difficult problem54 • 
Let 
M.w = q (5.16) 
be a system of linear equ.ations. The examination of small 
perturbations around the values of the elements of M, Vi and 
q will be done by t~king the derivatives of the matrix M 
.. 
and of the vectors wand q. 
dM.w + M.. dw = dq 
Then 
-1 - -1­dw = -M .dM.w + M .dq 
where dW is a linear approximation for small perturbations 
of the solution vector w. Now, since the elements of A, 
b, and c .in (5.1) and (5.2) are random vRriables,their 
variations .being the result of many small deviations are 
assumed to tend towards the Laplace-Gauss function (normal 
probability function). This assumption is mainly justified 
by the Law of large numbers 55 • 
With the use of formulas (5.18) and (5.11) the de­
viation 'of the activity vector" ;(k)from its mean value can 
be given as 
dy(k) = (Bo(k»-ldb_ (Bo(k»(dB{k»yo(k) (5.19) 
54Tintner, G. t'Les Programmes Lineaires Stochastiques" 
Revue d'Ecopomie Politigue, vol. 1, no. 1, (1957) p. 212. 
55Gnedenko B. V. and Khinchin A. Y. An Elementary In­
troduction to the 'l'heory of Probabili!.:i., (Dover, New York, 
1962) pp. 9L,.-99. 
I 
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" where: Yo = vector of arithmetic means. 
Bo(k)= matrix of arithmetic means. 
Formula (5.19) can be reduced to 
(5·20) 

By using formulas (5.18) and (5.12) the following 
result appears 
dG(k) = (dd(k)( .y~k)+ (do(k)( .dy(k) (5.21) 
and since (5.21) is the deviation of the objectione Sunction 
from its arithmetic mean 
(5.22) 
Now, with the help of the given formulas the approximations 
y(k) = yo(k)+dy(k) and O(k)"= Go(k)+ dOCk) can be easily 
calculated for all the points of the parametric space Sand 
their prob~bilities can be determined. 
As an ~xample of a situation when knowledge of the dis­
tribution of max. Z is of value to a decision-maker consider 
a farmer who has to decide the most profitable way of dis­
tribution of his resources in planning his farm production56 • 
Only two activities are considered: The growing of corn (Xl) 
and the growing of flax (X2). 
The input coefficient of la.nd for corn is all· 
The input coefficient of land for flax is a12· 
The input coefficient of capital for corn is a2l· 
The input coefficient of capital for flax is a22· 
56Tintner Gorhard, "The Use of Stochastic Linear Pro­
grcimming in Planning", Indian Economic Review, vol. 5, no. 2 
(August 1960) pp. 159-1b7. ." 
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The amount of land available is bl • 
The amount of capital available is b2 • 
The means and standard deviations for aij (i=1,2Sj ::: 
1,2) are known. The bi (i=1,2) are constant. Also it is 
assumed that the net prices of corn and flax are cl and 
c2 and they are constant. 
The linear program can be formulated as follows. 
Maximize Z ::: CIXI + C2X2 
Subject to allXl + a12X2~ bl 
<'5.2) 
a21Xl + a22x2.~ b2 
Xl=> 0, X2 >./ 0 
For the application of the method of selections, the 
slack variables X4 0, X) o are added to the model and 
change the constaints to 
allX l + a12X2 + X) = bl (5.24) 
:::a21Xl + a22X2 + X4 b2 
Xi >r~ 0, (i=1, •• ,4) 
or 

Bz = b 

where 

raIl a12 1 
B = 
0L :Ja21 a22 
and 
-Xl] 
Y ::: X) = 
_ X4 
X2 U~J 
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The rank of B is 2 and therefore (~)= 6. 
In other words there are 6 ways that two columns of 
B and the corresponding two elements of z can be selected. 
1st select ion 
bla22 - b2a12( 1) 	
-Yl -, 	 alla22- a21a 12 (5. 27) 
allb2 - a21blY2(1) = alla22- a21a12 

Z(l) 
 = CIYl(l) + C2Y2(1) 
2nd selection
ell
a21 : ) (::) = (:~ ) 
b2 
Yl(2) = 	+ a21 
-allb2+a21bl (5·28)YJ(2) = 	+ 
aZl 
,z(2) = elYl (2.> + C2YJ(2) 
Jrd selection
ell 	 :)C~) = (:~)a21 
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blYl(:3) = ~ (5.29) 
allb2-a21blY4'( 3) = all 
Z(:3) = CIYl(3)+C2Y4(3) 
4th selection 
. 
C12 1)C2) Cl I= 
a22 o YJ b2 
-b2(4)
Y2 = a22 (5.JO) 
:'-12b2-a22~lYJ(4) = a22 
Z(4) 
- C Y (4)+ C Y (4)
- 1 2 2 :3 
5th selection 
C12 
a22 :~ ):) ( :: ) = ( 
blY4(5) 
= a12 
a12b2-a22blY4 (5) (5.31)= 
a12 
z( 5) =Cl y2 \.5.)+C2Y4(5) 
6th selection 
G0) CJ} Cl )
1/ Y4 b2 
~12 
(6) b1 
.YJ = """"1- = b1 
. (6) b2 
=Y4 = 1 b2 
Z(6) 
- c' Y (6)+c Y (6)
- 1 3 24. 
These selections are feasible if Yi(k)~O, (i=l, ••• 
4;k=1, ••6). The points defined by·z(k) (k=1, ••• ,6) constitute 
a distribution of the optima, and the farmer can decide 
according to the prevailing values of the aij what his op­
timum policy should be. 
·The passive approach is intended for the estimation 
either exactly or approximatelyC~he cumulative statistical 
distribution of the optimum of a linear programming problem 
.when the joint probability density of the random coefficients 
is known. Therefore the main applications of this approach 
lie in testing the sensitivity of the optimum of a stochastic 
linear program and in developing alternative deterministic 
equivalents. 
1,13 

II ACTIVE STOCHASIIIC PROGRJ!jvjfJIING 
Tintner formulated what he calls the "active approach" 
to stochastic linear programming in 196057 • He defines the 
active approach by introducing new decision variables Uij' 
which are allocation rati.ons 0 ~ 1 such thatUij ~ n.. 
b. == ~ b·U··; i==l, ••• ,m. (5.33)
1 j==l 1 lJ 
Under this approach the linear programming model be­
comes: 
Maximize z == C X (5.34) 
Subject to 
AX == BU 

o ~U .. ~ 1 
. lJ' 
Where U =[uij1 denotes that resource i which is 
a110.c8ted to act i vity j. X and B are an n-order and m-order 
matrices respectively where the diagonal elements of X and B 
are the elements of vector i and b respectively. 
One of the specific advantages of the active approach 
is that it allows a flexible formulation of the decision-
making problem. For instance if the system of formulas (5.34) 
and (5.35) is interpreted as an economic policy model, then 
the "activities vector x can be regarded as the target vector, 
57Tintner, Gerhard, ItA Note on Stochastic Linear 
Programming", Econometrica, vol. 28, no. 2. (April 1960 
pp. 490-495. 
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while the elements Uij of the matrix U may be regarded as 
the set of instrument variables58 • 
The main assumption in the model is that all resources 
are completely used. Then, if the probability distribution 
P(c,A,b) is assumed to be known, the probability distri­
bution of the anticipated net profits Z can be derived by 
numerical randomization tschniques or, ane.lytically. The pro­
bability distribution of Z can be d~noted by 
R (Z;U) 

which means that it depends on the choice of the variables 
u... Then, a preference functional can be defined and the1J f = f (R(Z ;U» 
maximization can take place over this preference functional 
with respect to the elements of the matrix U. A special case 
in the model could be developed if instead of trying to find 
the distribution of Z, only its expected value is wanted. 
For this case the objective function becomes 
EZ = f Z .dR(Z ;U) 
where the integral is to be taken over the whole range of 
variation of Z. Bellman devised a,method using dynamic pro­
gramming for maximizing the mathematical expectation of an 
integral function 59. 
58Theil, H. "Econometric Models and Welfare Maximi­
sation" Weltwirtschftlichea Archiv., vol. 72, (1959) pp. 60-83. 
59Bellman, R., Dynamic Prcgram~ing (Princeton University
Preu, Princeton, 19571 pp. 61-80 and 222-244. 
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Now, going back to the farmer's example, the problem 
can be formulated in the active approach as follows: 
Subject to 
(:~~ 
OR 

allXl~ blUll 

a12X2 , bl U12 
 (5.40) 
a21Xl ~ b2U2l 

a22X2 ~ b2U22 

and then proceed to exwnine ~he distribution of max Z for 
various Uij::r 0 allocations which satisfy 
Ull+U12 - 1 
U2l+U22 = 1 
The objective is to choose a best set of Uij values 
for the matrix U as judged relative to a suitably defined 
preference functional. 
The preference functional for' this example can be 
defined as 
(5.42) 
which can now be maximized by choice of the proportion of 
the resources to be denoted to the two activities. 
Now, in the example the first thing to be determined 
is the probability distribution R under the conditions that 
~16 

Ul1 is the percentage of bl devoted to growing corn 
(activity xl); U12 the proportion of the land devoted to 
growing flax (X2 ). In the same fashion, U2l is the pro­
portion of the available capital b2 devoted to corn pro­
duction, the proportion of capital used in growing flax.U22 
The input coefficients all' a12,a21' a22 are assumed to be 
normally distributed independent random variables with 
means and standard deviation given as follows 
In£ut Coefficient Mean Standard Deviation 
All E(all) S(al1) 
A12 E(a12) S(a12) 
A21 E(a21) S(a21) 
E(a22) 5(a22)A22 
The distribution of net profits Z is derived by noting 
that 
Cibl c2b2 
Z =--+ ifs ull/all(U21/b21jU12/bl2(U22/a22all a12 
clbl c2b2 
Z = + if: Ull/all<U2l/a21jU12/a12>U22/b22all a22 
• • • • (5.43) 
c1b1 c2b2 
Z = +-- iff u11/a11;u21/a2ljU12/a12\U22/a22a21 a12 
if: 
Again the distribution of Z has been derived by num".'erical 
methods. The random variables a.ij have been replaced by 
corresponding normal independent standardized variables and 
orily the following v,alues have been considered: 
t17 

o • .± 1, 1". 2, .:t. 3­
AlSo only the follm'ling values have been considered for 
Uij : 
o , 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1. 
Then the mathematical expectation of profits can be given 
in the following Table. 
Table V- Expected Values of Z 
Ull 
0 .25 .50 .75 1 
0 Zll Z12 ZlJ Z14 Zl.5 
.2.5 Z2l Z22 Z23 Z24 Z25 
U2l .50 ZJl ZJ2 ZJJ ZJ4 Z35 
.7.5 Z4l Z42 Z4J Z44 Z45 
1 Z5l Z52 Z54 Z5J Z.5.5 
Now, the Zij (i=1, ••• ,5j;=1, ••• ,5) are the mathematical 
expectation of profit under different allocations of Uij' 
More precisely the figures in this table are interpreted in 
the following manner: if the f'armer devotes 1/4 of his land 
to corn (Ull,=0.2.5) and henc;ei J/4 of the land to flax (U12= 
0,75) and 1/2 of his capita!J to corn (U2l= 0,5) and hence 
also 1/2 of the capital to flax (U22=0.5), then the mathe­
matical expectation of his profit is found by averages the 
two mathematical expectations Z22 and ZJJ' Therefore under 
the above conditions E(Z)=(Z22+ZJJ)/2. Now, if the farmer 
stUdies the table of the expected values of Z under different 
U.. , he will be able to choose the best policy for allocatinglJ 
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his land and capital to produce maximum expected profit. 
In practice the decision..maker can even specify a confidence 
interval under which he will try to maximise the profit. 
For instance the farmer can try to ma}:imize Z profit which 
he can make with a 95 per cent probability. The rnunerica1 
approximations will give again a table like the one above with 
ano1ogons interpretation. 
The active approach of stochastic linear programming 
has been applied to many fields and the results are en­
couraging, although the errors due to approximation formulas 
necessitate the invention of better nl~erica1 algorithms for 
solution of the problem. A very interesting application of 
the active approach is to stochastic decision trees in con­
nection with programming under uncertainty60. 
Also, the method has been applied to .PERT, where ran­
domness occurs in the times for +.he links associated with 
the completion of a project, in connection with chance­
. d . 61 d t . d 1 t 1 . 62const ral.ne programml.ng ,an 0 econornl.C eve opmen p annl.ng • 
60Byrne , R. et.a1. "Soma New Approaches to Risk", 
Accounting Review, (Jan. 1968) pp. '18-37. 
61Charne, A., et.a1. "Critical Path Analyses Via Chance 
Constrained and Stochastic Programming", Operations Research, 
vol. 12, no. ;, (1969) ppo 460-470. 
62Sengupta J. K. and Tintner G., "On Some Economic 
Models of Development Planning", Economia Internaziona1e, 
vol. 16, (1963) pp. ;4-49. 
CHAPTER VI 
DUALITY IN S'rOCHASTIC PROGRAMS 
INTRODuc'rION 
The theory of duality for stochastic linear programming 
is an extension of the duality theorem of the non-stochastic 
or deterministic prograrnming problem. In this chapter the 
work done on the passive and active approaches with respect 
to duality will be presented. Research is still going on 
on the different aspects of duality in stochastic linear pro­
gramming. The main effort is directed from a topological 
point of view in the parameter space of the stochastic pro­
gram. The interesting aspect of duality here is that the 
regions of feasibility in the active and passive case may be 
different but the optimality regions of the prL~al and dual 
bases are identical. 
I. THE PASSIVE CASE 
Several results for the passive case presented in the 
previous chapter will be used here as a basis for proving 
theorems for the duals in the passive case. 
Definition 6.1.1. if a particular region S: and a selection 
,. 
k' is found such that Zk).:"Zk in the whole region S~f and k#k', 
then S~ is said to be the regi£n £f £P1i~ali1Y for selection 
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Definition 6.1.2 Under a given selection k, from the results 
of the previous chapter, it can be concluded that the activity 
level vector Xi, (i=l, ••• ,n) will be undefined, where the 
determinant of the matrix formed by the selected columns takes 
on the value zero. The region Vk of the parameter space, where 
any variable Xi is undefined for the selection k, is called a 
" ,2.ritic.§:1 o!: §,ing)!l.§:r !:egi.£n. For example, for k=l from the 
example given in the previous chapter we have 
( 1) Ibl a12 /Xi _ 1b2 a22 "_ ~ 

-,all a121- L\2 

a21 
 a22 
If 62=0 then X1 (1) belongs to the region V1 which is 
singular. 
Now, with these definitions out of the way, we can 
recall the duality theorem63 of the deterministic linear 
programming. It states that if a primal linear programming 
problem has a finite optimal solution, then so does the dual 
problem obtained from it, and furthermore, the maximu.'ll of 
the primal equals the minimum of the dual, in other words, 
their solutions are equal. therefore we have: 
Theorem 6.1.1 Let ztk)(x) be the objective junction deter­
mined by the kth selection in the solution of the primal 
stochastic linear program, and let Ux be the region in the 
63Beale, E.M.L. Mathematical P60gramming in Practice, (John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New York, 19 8) p.44. 
. 
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parameter space throughout which Z(1\)(x) is both optimal and 
feasible. Now, if q is any point in U(k), then there exists 
a nth selection for the dual problem with corresponding objec­
tive function 'Z(n) (x) such that 'zen) (q)=Z(R) (q) and a neigh­
borhood Ne(q) about q throughout which Zen) is both feasible 
and optimal, and such that Z(n)(x)=Z(k)(x) for all x in Ne(q). 
Proof: According to the duality theorem, since q is a fixed 
point in the paramekr space S, and since the assumption is 
that the primal has a solution at q, the dual must have a 
solution also. If this solution is given by the nth selection, 
then Z(/n)(q)=Z(K")(q). Now, there is a possibility that there 
may be more than one selection in the dual for which the 
above equation holds. Therefore, suppose that there is no 
neighborhood of q throughout which Z(n)(x) is optimal, even 
though it is optimal at x=q. Then since the 'Kth selection 
is feasible for the primal ~'t'l z('R)(x) is optimal and a 
solution to the primal throughout Uke Then suppose that the 
nth selection for the dual is optimal at some points of an 
arbitrary neighborhood, say Ne(q) of q, Ne(q)cUR. The result 
is that while 
z(n)(q)_z(m)(q)<o, 
Z(n)(x)_Z(m)(x) QO at some points in Ne(q). 
If there are only a finite number x2,x2, ••• ,xq of such points 
x, then we may define f(xi)=p(q,x i ), i=l,.e.,Q, where p is the 
metric61 on S, and let e'=min f (xU. Then Ne!(q) is a neigh­
61ior definitions on metric spaces see: Berge, Claude, 
Topological Spaces, (MacMillan, New York, 1963) pp.45-77. 
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borhood of q throughout which z(n)(x) is optimal and feasible. 
Now, let there be an infinite number of points xA,A inLl, 
where 6 is a countable or uncountable index set for which 
. z(m)(xA)(z(n)(x).). Now, since 
s=r.1x1+(Jl+nRi i=l 
the S is metric and first countable and there exists at q a 
countable basis N1/n(q)CNe(q) and in each N1/ n (q) there exists 
at least one point x •A
The neighborhood D1/ (q) of q can be defined now, asn

D1/n(q)=N1/n(q)-N1/n+1(~). Then there are two possibilities. 

either there are infinitely many D1/ (q). or there are only
n

finitely many. If there are only finitely many, then there 

exists an integer N) 0 such that for all N') N, D1/n(q) does 

not contain any points ~, for all n? Nand N1/ ,'(q) forms a
n

neighborhood of q throughout which z(n)(x)=~(E}(x), or there 

are infinitely many of the points X which belong to N1/n/(q)A 
for all n!,) N. These points for a set TCS, and q is a limit 
point of T. Therefore, there is a sequence of distinct points 
of T converging to q. Let this sequence be called (XAnt ). 
Since the z(m)(x) are continuous at all points in S except 
in a singular region, it follows that the sequence z(n)(X)n'} 
converges to Z(n)(q) for all n, and in particular m. But 
since Z(m}(q)_~(n}(q)<O and z(m}(X"n.)-z(n){XAn.),)O for all n, 
\ (m) , (n)it follows that the sequence W{~nt)=z (XAnt)-z (X"n t ) does 
not converge to W(q). This contradicts the continuity of W(X) 
and therefore the continuity of ~(m}(X) and ~(n)(X). 
If t~ere are infinitely many Dl/n(q) containing points 
X~, the axiom of choice can be used on each such D1/n(q) to 
select out of each,a point X"\' calling the point X~ chosen 
out of Dl/n (q) as XAn. The points (XAn ) form a sequence 
which converges to q. This proves the theorem. 
II. ~HE ACTIVE CASE 
~et Uij be the decision variables in the active case 
of,the linear stochastic model. Let the assmnption be that 
the decision variables ':U11 and U22 can each assume at most 
a finite number of discrete values between 0 and 1 inclusive, 
e.g. let Ul1 assume Pl values and U22 assume P2 values. These 
values can be indexed by lett ing If=l, ••• , Pl and e=1, • • • , P2 • 
If the problem has A. selections then let K=l, ••• ,A1 be the 
index. , I 
Definition 6.2.1. ZVe(x) is the objective function for the 
K 
Kth selection when U11 and U22 take on values given by <f and e 

and X is any feasible poi.nt in the parametor space S. Then 

the following theorem can be stated. 

Theorem 6.2.1. Letye' and K' denote certain values offJe, 

te
'crand K respectively. Let ZK' be the corresponding objective 
functi.on and let q be a point in the interior of a feasible 
region for the selection Kt and for y'J and e'. Let us 
'V'e t >If8suppose that Zk' (q) Z k(q) for any combinati0n ofr,S and K 
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except r',e', K'. Then there 	is a neighborhood N (q) of· 
'f'e' <f6 e q such that for aIIXE.Ne(q), Zk' (x» Zk (x). 
Proof. Suppose that there exists such a neighborhood of q, 
,fe' D 	 ~' 
then, we have the fact that if Zk' (q» z: (q) then Z~(x}.)~ 
Zk(x~) for infinitely many point$ (x~) contained in an e­
neighborhood Ne (q), for every e. Let N1/ (q) be a n 
spherical neighborhood of radius iin of q a.nd define 
D1/n (q)=N1/ (q)-N / + (q). Now, if there. are onlyn 1 n 1 
finitely many of the D1/ (q) containing points X~ thenn 
the theorem is proved like the proof in theorem 6.1.1 •• 
If there are infinitely many D1/ (q) containing points X~n 
then by the axiom of choice a point X~ is selected and the 
sequence (X~n) converges to q. The sequence (H (X>.n»= 
Cf' e ' Iff)Zk' (X,\n)-Zk(X"'n) does not converge to H(q), since H(q»O, 
and H (X ) ~ ° for all n. This implies that H(x) is not aAn 
continuous function, this contradicts the assumed continuity 
'f '6 ' 6
of Zk' (x) and Z~ (x) outside the singular regions. This 
proves the theorem. 
There is another interesting theorem in the active 
case by consideration of the dual. Let the objective 
"f t7.function for the dual be g~ven b~ Zh (x) where h=1, ••• ,)d 
if there are ~ selections to be made in the dual, then 
we have the following theorem. 
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(/f/Theorem 6.2.2. Let Zk' be the objective function for a 
certain solution and let 'f and e assume such values that, 
at some point q in the feasible region of kth selection, 
If'(J' 1(6Zk' (q)>Zk (q) for all£( , e and k. Then there is some 
neighborhood Ne(q) about q and a selection h' for the dual 
, CP'S'" <f1~1 
and values'f" and e" of 'f and e such that Z}{ (X) =Zk I (X) 
for all x in Ne (q). 

Proof. According to the theorem of duality if q is a 

• ITfixed point in S, it is kr,own that i.f~·=r' and e = e' then there 
, , , , 
. ...,,0 () ( )is a selection h' for the dual such that Zn q =Zk' r 19 q 
The values <f' , e' and h' suffice to make the theorem true at 
6 J x=q. ) 
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All the duality theorems are taken from the only two 
existing papers on the subject: Tintner, G. et.al. "A Weak 
Duality Theorem for Stochastic Linear Programming" 
Unternehmensforschung, Vol. 7, (1963). pp. 1-8, and Van 
Moeieke p., et. ale "Base Duality Theorem for Stochastic 
and Parametric Linear Programming", Unternehmensforschung, 
Vol. 8, (1964) p.p. 75-79. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLDSI ONS. 
The problem of optimal decision-making under risk 
has been considered in this paper in the framework of the 
linear stochastic model, when the probability distributions 
of the objective function is sought. 
The stochastic model described is constrained by 
three basic limitations, 
(a) 	The assumption of normality of the distribution 
of random elements at one state or another of 
the analytical solution.has the effect of making. 
the results not distribution-free. 
(b) 	The neglect of differing implications of 
alternative sample estimates of the parameters 
of A, band c for the optimal solution vector i. 
(c) 	And the unexplored point of the interaction 
between prior and posterior probabilities. 
These l.imitations are currently being investigated 
through extensive Monte Carlo computer simulations. These 
techniques utilize numerical procedures and they do not 
necessitate normality in the distribution of the random 
elements. If the random variables involved in the model are 
not independent, additional statistical problems arize and 
this aspect of the problem has not yet been investigated. 
A group of orthogonal transformations could be introduoed 
into the model to make the random variables independent. 
The problem of simultaneous variations in all the 
parameters of the model has not been solved yet. The present 
techniques accept only either vs.riations in the vector 
- -
.4 
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b, c (which is the same thing, since the presence of risk 
-in the vector b could very well be transfered to the 
coefficients of the objective function by solving the 
dual of the model.) or the matrix A. There is no 
practical theory for the simultaneous variations in all the 
parameters case. If the special cases of variations developed 
are generalized l the approximation 'formulas agra..vate the 
problem of accuracy and the results become meaningless. 
The present developments in the duality theory of the 
linear stochastic model have to be improved considerably 
if they are to be used in industrial planning applications. 
The passive approach is very useful for development 
planning and analysis of the effect of random signal imput 
into a system. 
The active approach could be viewed as the 
decomposition of the restricting equations of the passive 
approach of stochastic programming, and this may prove to 
be very useful in optimal decision-making under decentralized 
organizational planning. If the data base of the model 
consists of time series, the empirical specification of the 
statistical distribution of the 9bjective function, to 
different degrees of completeness and different choices 
of the allocation matrix U, may be useful for sequential 
aspects of macrodynamic policy-making and also for certain 
sequential test procedures. 
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In general, a great deal of research into the 
stochastic model is required yet to discover all the 
structural statistical prop~rties of the distribution 
problem. 
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